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(i) 

Introduction 

0.01 Tho International Contre for Industrial Studies, is 

currently carrying out a 2-year research programme on 

the establishment and operation of the institutional infrastructure 

for industry in developing countries, in support of an accelerated 

implementation of the goals and targets of the Lima Declaration 

and Plan of Action on Industrial Development and Co-operation, and 

more generally, the establishment of the Hew International Economic 

Order. 

0.02 The initial phase of the programme comprises an 

ass'-dsment, in respect of a number of developing 

countries, of the industrial support functions carried out by 

existing institutions as well as additional functions needed, to 

meet tho requirements of the countries' industriel development 

strategy and policies, with particular attention given to the 

implications of the goals of the Lima Declaration for the institutional 

machinery in these countries. 

O.O3 In the case of Thailand a short field mission by the 

special consultant for the research project, Dr. L.L. 

Barber, and the UNIDO staff member Nils Ramm-Ericson was undertaken 

in June 1976. This working paper is based largely on the findings 

and notes made during the visit and on various documents or 

publications obtained by the mission or otherwise available at 

UNIDO headquarters. A listing of the sources is appended as Annex I. 

0.04 The purpose of the working paper is primarily to 

consolidate and analyse the material on the Thai 

institutional infrastructure for industry (i) for use in the 

comparative overall analysis and conclusion drawing from the 

»bout 20 country surveys or in-depth studies being undertaken 

in the initial phase of tho research programme and (ii) for 

use as a basis for a further dialogue with the Thai authorities 

in connexion with efforts to support tho development of the 

country's jn-titutional infractrueture for industry. 
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!•    Brief summary of Thailand's industrial development 

resources,  poten+ial and strategy 

».      Industry13 role  in the economy 

1.01   The economy of the country is based primarily on 

agriculture and nearly 80 $ of the labour force is 

engaged in agricultural production.  Rice  is the most important 

crop, followed by rubber, maize,  sugar,  kenaf, and cassava. Even 

though agriculture  is providing a major contribution to Thailand'» 

economic growth process in terms of income, employment and export 

earnings,  its relative importance has been declining because of 

a significant change in the structure of the economy. The rapid 

relative expansion of output in the non-agricultural sectors - 

particularly in manufacturing - haò  contributed towards a better 

sectoral balance.    Following tables highlight this development« 

Percentaf-3 Distribution of GDP at  1962 Prices 

1260    1362    ¿220    1211    1212    i21i   m&   ¿2IS 
Agriculture 38.2$   34.1$    30.0$    29.8$   28.1$   28.0$   27.7$   27.5$ 
Manufacturing 13.1$    15.5$    17.1$    17-5$    18.1$    18.2$   20.4$    20.?$ 
Trad0 15.8$    16.1$    17.4$    17.1$   18.0$    18.5$    16.5$    15.1$ 

Growth Kr;.tos of GDi-' at   1962  Prices 
Average Average 1971      1972 Wß     I974      1975 
1961-65 1966-70             

Agriculture                  5.3 $ 4.1 ft 4.3 $ -1.6 $ 10.2 $   3.2 $   6.6 % 
Manufacturing           11.4 $ 10.5 $ 16.2 $ 10.7 $ I4.6 $   2.5 $   6.1 $ 
Trade                           7.9 % 10.4 % 3.0 $   5.2 $ 12.7 $ -2.0 $ -1.7 f0 
Total GDP 7.8 $ 7.9 % 6.9 i   4.2 $ 10.5 J    3.2 $    6.4 fl 
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b.      Structure of manufacturing sector 

1.02 Although the industry sector (manufacturing) now 

represents more than 20 % of the GDP (against 13 % 

in I960)» and 17 %        of total investment,  it provides jobs 

for only 5 "Jo       of the labour force, or about 900.000 persons. 

Manufacturing employment  ia presently concentrated in very small 

cottage type enterprises on the one hand and in   a number of large 

firn>3 (employing more than 100workers)        on the other, while at 

present there are relatively few small-medium industrial units 

(employing between 10- 100workers) to fill the gap between these 

two extremes;  such units probably account for under 5 % of the 

total number of enterprises, 10 % of employment and I5 $ of value- 

added in the industrial sector. 

1.03 Unemployment has not been a major problem in Thailand 

up to now, but  the rapid exhaustion of new settlement 

»reas to cultivate will sharply curb the capacity of the agricultural 

•ector to continue absorbing new entrants into the labour force at 

the Bame rates as in the pas*. The expected increase in migration to 

the urban areas - mainly Bangkok - coupled with existing unemployment 

there, will necessitate the active exploration    of alternatives for 

employment generation at a  lower cost in the industrial,trade and 

services sectors.        (See further para.  1.27,  incl.  footnote.) 

1.04 There is a heavy concentration of the industrial activity 

to the greater Bangkok areaj  indeed Thailand's problem of 

lack of growth poles,alternative to the main metropolis,is one of tho moot 

severe and least tackled in Southeast Asia.  In terms of value-added,  it 

has been estimated that the industries in the Central Region (including 

Bangkok) produce about 70 - 80 % of the total value added.     ' 

*)    Location of promoted factories in operation 1960-74 : 
Bangkok and Siinut" Frakarn 350» Other provinces in thè central Region 16',, 
liorthern Region 37« northeastern Region 16, SouthemRegion 34 - 603 . 

1 
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The choice of location is due to several factors such as 

- Bangkok is the commercial and financial center in Thailand; 

- Bangkok is also the center of administration; 

- Good transportation and communication facilities - with 
favourable ratos - are available in and around the Bangkok 
area as well as lower rates for electricity and water supply; 

- The proximity to the only seaport in the country; 

- The industries use a very large portion of unskilled labour; 

- The role of foreign investment and participation; 

- The techniques of production are usually fully imported; 

- The growth of inter-industry links; 

- Bangkok is the principal market for industrial producta 
with 10 c/o of the total population and an average level of 
money-income per resident about 2^0 f>  of that in rural areas. 

1.05 Practically the only industries not established in or 

around Bangkok are those based on natural resources. Rice 

and eaw-niilling operations are spread throughout all regions. Tin smelting, 

rubber-processing, non-metallic minerals processing, sugar, tapioca, flour 

and wood-based industries aro located at tho sites of resource 

availability. 

1.06 Reliable up-to-date detailed data on establishments in tho 

Thai manufacturing sector and their key characteristics are 

not available. According to a 1963 industrial census there were about 

45.000 manufacturing establishments (a major portion of which were rice 

mills). Government estimates suggest that by 1973» these had increased 

to over 66,000 (of which just about 35.000 were ••registered"). 

1.07 The following table indicates the rough distribution of 

registered establishments and value-added between three 

broad economic classifications from data available for 1973. 

Consumer goods industry 
Intermediate goods 
industry 
Capital goods industry 

*)  1 W « ?0 Br ht 

Estabi i 
in manufacturinr 

shments 
industry 

Value-a 
Baht *) 

million 

Id ed 

Mo. A. JL 
27,58* 79 19,200 52 

4,974 14 13,200 36 

2,495 
100 

4,200 
^6,600" 

12 
100 
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1.08 Since J968, value-added in the manufacturing sector has 

grown from Baht 17»900 million to Baht  36,600 million, in 

1973 (and approx.  Baht  56,000 million in 1975)   in current prices,  with 

a relative  shift in its composition.  In 1973»   consumer-goods  industries 

contributed to 52 '/<, of value-added versus 62 % in I968,  intermediate 

goods industries to 36 % versus 28 %, and capital-goods to 12 % versus 8 %. 

The increase  in the share of intermediate goods was due largely to the 

backward integration of the textile industry during the period and the 

manufacturing of a wider range of chemicals and chemical products. The 

increase in the share of capital goods industries was due almost 

entirely to vehicle assembly operations. 

1.09 Available data on capacity utilization in Thai manufacturing 

does not permit any quantitative assessment of performance in 
*) the sector as a whole     '. Apart from the problem of initial over-investment 

(due to the   Government's stop-go policies on investment inducing entrepreneurs 

to procure excess capacity equipment v;hon investmentr. are encouraged) and 

tempora^/ under-utiliration due to ad hoc input  shortages,  significant undcr- 

utiliüation of capacity doen not seem to have  bean a major problem in 

Thailand.   In 1974»  however,  recession in major export markets caused 

substantial  installed capacity to stay under-utilized,  particularly in 

the textile and wood-based industries. 

1.10 It might be noted that most plants  in Thailand operate 

on a single shift basis with multiple shifts being confined 

to industries where process requirements necessitate continous operation, 

e.g. sugar,   chemicals,  etc., or in export-oriented industries in which 

there is pressure to minimize costs, e.g. textiles. 

1.11 As far as the ownership of industry  is concerned,   it is 

noted later in the paper [para. 4.Ol],  that a policy promoting 

direct government participation in manufacturing prevailed up to the middle 

of the 1950's when emphasis was shifted to building the infrastructure and 

promoting private sector industry development.   Furthermore, 

*)    Information from firms often overstates available capacity (to 
discourage government from licensing or promoting new investments) 
and, at the samo timo, understates actual production and sales for 
tax liability reasons. 

J3 
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in 1958    a guarantee was given that the C ovemment would not 

engage in any new industrial activity in competition with that of 

enterprises enjoying promotional priviledges granted by the 

Board of Investment. The current Development Plan, 1972-76, 

states the policy that 

Mthe Government will not establish additional 
public enterprises to compote with private 
manufacturing concerns;  the existing state 
enterprises will be reviewed to determine 
whether it is in the public interest that 
they cease operations, continue or possibly 
operate as  joint public-private ventures." 

1.12   While no calculation or reliable estimate of the 

degree of foreign investment  in Thai industry seems 

to be available,  some general observations can be made such asi 

- the role of foreign capital is considerable, but less 

BO than in some of Thailand's neighbours, and greater 

than Thai investment only in a few important industries} 

- foreign capital accounts for abotvt 25 $ of all Board of 

Investment promoted equity in operation and somewhat 

higher share of all capital approved for promotion since 

I960; 

- out of the 883 firms promoted by the Board of Investment 

between 1960-75» 415   were  joint-ventures and 22 wholly 

foreign-owned firmsj 

- most foreign participation has been in non-traditional 

sub-soctors resulting in the inflow of new technology 

and in the training of Thai personnel in relatively new 

fields. 
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Resource endowment 

(i)    Haw material resources 

1.13 Thailand covers an area of about  500,000 square 

kilometers whereof about 24 $> can be cultivated 

at present. Traditionally the agricultural economy of the 

country has been dominated by a single crop - rice. Since 

I95O more crops have been introduced and areas under non-rice 

crops have expanded greatly.  In 1971, the rice growing area 

was 48.7 million rai [l rai » 0.4 acre] and the area with 

other crops 20.5 million rai.  The other crops include maize, 

tapioca,  kenaf,  cotton, mulberry trees for silk,  coconuts, 

rubber, tobacco,  sugar cane,  fruits and vegetables. The recent 

years have seen the development of regional specialization; 

kenaf being concentrated in the Northeast,  maize in the central 

plain, rubber in the South,  cassava in the Southeast etc. Some 

of the fastest  growing cash crops  euch as Maize, kenaf and tapioca 

products havo been planted in response to external demand and 

virtually all of the output is exported. Other crops are primarily 

grown in response to demand in the  home market. These crops include 

cotton (still far from satisfying the local demand), kapok, coconuts, 

sugar cane (has recently developed into a major export crop), oil 

seeds of many kind..,  fruits and vegetables and tobacco. 

1.14 The envisaged future development  for the major primary 

export products up to I98I is shown in following table 

based on NE3DB projections : 

Actual export 1976 Projected export by 198I 

Rice 8,250 million Baht 16,600 million Baht 
Maize 2,085 _ H _ 18,000 _ '» — 

Rubber 1,862 _   M    _ 9,350 _ H _ 

Tin 1,644 _   1»    _. 3,800 — •• _ 

Tapioca products 1,547 _   II    _ 7,600 _ ii _ 

Sugar 1,264 _,   It    _ 10,600 — •• — 

Kenaf and jute 1,087 _   *»    — 1,250 _ •• _ 

Shrimp 340 _   M    _ 1,000 _ n   _ 

Tobacco leaves 284 _   ••    _ 1,100 _ 11   _ 

Teak 208 _   f»    _ 400 _ '•   — 
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1.15 Although forests cover about half of tho total land 

area, forestry accounts for only 7 %  of the GDP from 

agriculture. Valuable teak used to be a main export item; it has 

now dropped substantially in export volume. There are, however, 

still many other species for which both local and export markets 

exist.  In this connexion, the various raw material sources for 

pulp and paper making existing in Thailand, such as pine-trees, 

mixed hardwoods, rice straw, kenaf, bamboo, bagasse and rubberwood, 

may be noted. 

1.16 Second to tin, the major mineral resource is 

fluorite which is being exploited on a large scale 

for export. Other mineral resources, presently exploited on a 

small scale, include antimony, gypsum, iron ore, lead, manganese, 

tungsten, salt, kaolin, feldspar and copper. Minerals which havo 

beon discovered but not yet exploited are i.a. zinc, chromite and 

grafite. Lignite is used for fuel in tho Korth. 

(ii) Manpower and donestic market 

1.17 There is - as indicated in para. 1.03 above - an 

abundant supply of unskilled labour both in the Bangkok 

areas and in the provinces. [Tho minimum wage for unskilled labour 

in tho Bangkok area is at present approx. Z 1.50 P«r day]. Skilled 

workers and technical personnel are, however, scarce. 

1.18 The country constitutes a rather sizeable domestic 
0. market with a total population of about 42 million '; 

the buying power per capita in the Bangkok area - with 3ome 4-5 million 

people - having been estimated to be about 10 timos as high as the 

average for the ret;t of the country. The G1IP per capita is about 

6.750 bant, or approx. US$ 340. It should also be noted that the preparatory 

work on the forthcoming Fourth Plan has reflected the Government's 

increased emphasis on improving tho distribution of development benefits 

and reducing inequalities between regions, income classes, and urban and 

rural areas. 

*} The population growth rate is as high as about 3 %  per annum* 
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(lit)    Capital resources and balance of payments 

I.I9   The domestic financing needed for the envisaged 

programme (in the Fourth Plan) to satisfy 

priority needs for economic and social development would be 

about 5° 1° greater in real terms than in the previous period; 

measures proposed to achieve this include major reforms in the 

tax structure,  and a strengthening and diversification of the 

financial system.  Rapid expansion of private   investment  is 

foreseen as necessary to genorato needed growth in manufacturing 

employment and exports. Because of Thailand's high private 

»avings rate,  the availability of private savings is unlikely 

to constrain private investment. 

1.2C   While the Government can mobilize the required domestic 

resources with reasonable effort,  the balance of payments 

could become a serious constraint to growth.   In 1972-74,  although 

the country's  imports doubled in the period as a result of 

escalating capital goods cost and a much higher energy bill, 

increased export earnings generated sufficient foreign exchange 

to cover imports and retain a sound reserves position.  In 1975» 

however, the balance of payments situation worsened;  there was 

* substantial deterioration in the trade balance with the rapid 

decline in prices of koy agricultural commodities coupled with 

stagnation in the volume of those exports as result of poor 

weather conditions in 1974t and in 1975» especially in respect 

of rice, declining would demand. It is expected that the 

nexc few years might be characterized as a period of smaller 

increases in export earnings, generated largely by volume growth, 

a weaking of the terms of trade caused primarily by rising import 

prices, and rising import  requirements. Consequently,  continued 

emphasis on export promotion and expanded foreign borrowing will be 

necessary to provide the foreign exchange to support the envisaged 

economic growth. 
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*•       Industrial development strategy 

(i)    St ratagy during recent rast 

1.21    From the early 1960s until the present time  the national 

direction in regard to development has been overwhelmingly 

for economic developmnot at. the macro-level. This is roflooted in 

the successivo national economic devourment plans prepared and 

implemented by government.  The main aim has been to increase the 

gross national product.  The strategy adopted  to achieve this goal 

was sizeable public  investment into economic infrastructure such 

as highways,   dams, and power plants and the granting of  liberal 

inducements to foreign investments,   coupled with policies toward 

prio and income stabilization and industrial peace.  Since  1972, 

however,   there has been a feeling that  such policies,  while leading 

to increased    national  incomes, have also at the same  time not 

prevented further polarisation of the  individual incomes - causing 

more economic disparity. Therefore,  the Third Tlan 1972-76 was 

modified to  include programmes which were   to promote social 

development objectives as well. Operationally,   the plan de- 

emphasized major public outlays on infra-structure and  spent more 

on education, welfare and rural development,  labour training, etc. 

1.22    Thai industrialization,  so far,  has not been based on 

the pursuit of a conscious, well articulated strategy, 

although a marked shift in emphasis in that direction took place 

with the  launching of the Third Plan,  1972-76.  Its absence has not 

impeded industrial growth,  but it has resulted in that the Government 

has not always fully anticipated the side effects of investment 

decisions on industrial concentration,  income distribution, labour 

absorption and pattern of foreign ownership and control. Moreover, 

government agencies have not had a broad frame of reforence, when 

having to respond to pressures applied by various interests, 

resulting in frequent and uncoordinated adjustments of policy 

instruments. According to a recent IBRD study,  in several cases such 

adjustments have had effects contrary to those intended on investment, 

output, location and factor use. 
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1.23 Thailand's industrial development since i960 has 

followed a defined pattern; initially emphasis 

was given to the establishment of industry to replace imports 

and take advantage of existing local markets which could support 

domestic production of many types nf consumer goods. At the end 

of »he Second Plan period, a reappraisal of the scope and direction 

of industrialization was made and as a result a major shift in 

emphasis occurred in the Third Plan, 1972-76. Investment promotion 

was to be directed to industries which depended largely on local 

raw material:; or thocc v;ith high labour content. The orientation 

of the manufacturing sector wa3 shifted from merely the domestic 

market towards exports as well as towards a strengthening of its 

structure from mere assembly and to make it more efficient and 

competitive. 

1.24 During the first three years of the Third Plan, the 

pattern of the Thai economy was somewhat mixed. On one 

hand the price performance was unsatisfactory and the growth rates 

of real production and investment fell slightly below the target 

levels of tho Plan. At the same time the balance of payments 

strengthened. The boom in world commodity prices during 1973-74 

contributed both to the sharp rate of inflation ' and tho strong 

export performance, while the energy crisis and the recession in 

major industrial countries adversely affected the manufacturing 

sector. Since 1975i the rate of inflation has been stabilized, 

mainly as a result of decreasing export prices of primary commodities. 

However, recession which is still persisting in many of tho major 

industrializod countries . is a direct effect on the export demand. 

The G overnment has shown serious concern over the external sector 

and measures have been established to improve the export earnings 

and to give priority in promotional priviledges to export industries. 

*)  The price level which had been increasing at a rate of 2-3$ per year 
during the 60' and early 70', jumped to 15 %  in 1973 and 23 $>  in 1974. 
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1.25 Production in the manufacturing sector diversified 

substantially during the Third Plan period, with some 

concentration still  on basic import substitution industries  relying 

heavily on imports of raw materials from abroad,  for instance textile 

industry (also export-oriented),  plastic  industry, light steel industry, 

paper industry etc.    Thus,  unless the major key industries could bo 

developed to a certain stage to be able  to supply raw materials to the 

import  substitution industrien,  promotion of those industries could not 

be successful. The accelerated    expansion in the manufacturing sector 

during 1971-73    -    average yearly rate of 14 %    -   was, however,  export 

led. Exports  of manufactures    '  rose from Daht 800 million (3^7 % of 

value added   in manufacturing) in 1970 to Baht   5,500 million  (15.O % of 

value added  in manufacturing) in  1973» With very favourable  international 

markets in 1970-73»   several major industries  that hid been established 

to produce import substitute¡J were able   to increase output and exports 

rapidly,  first by utilizing the excess  capacity created during the 

I965-69 investment  boom and then by undertaking largo capacity expansions 

many with participation of foreign investors - in 1973«    Thus,  in 1970-73 

the output of woven textile fabrics increased by 93 7¿» knitted fabrics 

by 218 r/o, gunny bags by 73 % and cement  by 42 $, while a diverse group 

of smaller industries - including pineapple canning,   iron and steel 

producta, wooden household utensils and electronic assembly - raised 

their exports  from Daht 330 million in 1970 to Baht 2,510 million 

in 1974. 

1.26 Since mid-1974, Thailand's manufacturing sector has been 

hit by the recession similar in many respects to those 

occuvring in numerous other countries. The textile industry which is 

the largest employer in the manufacturing sector was particularly hard 

hit as production of woven fabrics dropped by 9 % in 1974»  and cotton 

yarn production dropped 24 % as result of reduced export demand. 

[Simultaneously with the slump in textile sales in 1974, 51 firms 

received promotion certificates for previously planned textile 

•)    Other than sugar in respect of which the export volume rose five-fold 
between 1970 and 1973Î 
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investments totalling Baht 10,400 million.   Even though all these 

projects are not   likely to bo  implemented,   the industry will un- 

doubtedly -uffer a period of substantial excess capacity until 

export r.'.rkets recover, 1 Sono other industries were, however, 

still faring reasonably well,   such as oei.cnt  - 14 /ú increase in 

1973-7'3    - and ,-runny ba^-s    -    37 </,, increase   in 1973-75. The food 

processing  industry also continued to do well  [although there is 

an increasingly r.erious problem    of obtaining adequate and reliable 

supplies of raw materials fron small fanners as littlo new land is 

available for lar,"e scale plantation farming!.    Several electronics 

firms were also  setting up or expanding facilities  for export 

production. 

b.      Strategy in fourth Plan ne ri od 1177^31 

l.?7     In ignorai it ray be note! that  a development evaluation 

of tho  first four years of the Third Plan indicates   that 

many development   problems still  e/ist  desnite  the  growth rate of 

about 6 /> on the average which is expected  to be achieved for the 

whole Plan period affinst the 7 /> target of the Plan).  Such 

problems are incorno disparity,   resource allocation,  diversifiaction 

of economic activities throu"hout the country etc.  Afain3t this 

background overall  objectives for the Fourth Plan period  1977-ßl 

have \oen indicated to be to 

reduce  income ran and raise standaid  of living of the 
people.   (l"a;:i.mia.e growth rate alone cannot fulfil income 
distribution problems  in the short  run,  resources will 
therefore have to be diverted to areas where they would 
improve  the quality of  life of the people.  Various 
mechanisms will be employed regarding development and 
redistriuution of income). 

keep economic growth in consistence with resources 
availability and growth potential.   (Even though some 
other objectives may have been in conflict  with growth 
objective,   it  is important that optimum growth rate must 
be set  in consistence with resources availability. 
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The GDP growth  rate for the Fourth Plan is  envisaged 
to be cot at the average rate of 7 /» annually.) 

- promote national  security through strengthening the 
economic and social base:: in particular in the rural 
areas, 

- croate employment opportunities as well as the 
improvement of wage and income structure in various 
sectors.   *)  (Tin* Plan will aim at full employment. 
Moreover,  the  improvement of ware and income structure 
both in urban and rural areas will also be emphasized 
in order to help promoting social justice and reducing 
income pap. ) 

- maintain economic stability and keep the balance of 
payments position at prudent  level,   (economic fluctuations 
and price movements experienced during the Third Plan period 
have brought about widespread uncertainties  in the Thai 
economy.   It  is  therefore felt necessary to set the concrete 
objective concerning economic stability in the next Plan.) 

- increase and distribute public utilities to meet the 
requirement H of  the people.   (The Tair distribution of 
public utilities  is another tool that    can help promoting 
income equality.   In the fourth Plan,   it  is envisaged that 
the Government v.'ill encourage  both the expansion and 
diversification of public utility projects,   in harmony with 
the production  sector requirements particularly in tho rural 
areas.) 

- reduce the  growth rate  of population and i::.nrovo the 
quality of  hi1-.an resources.   (Go far as it  can be assessed, 
the set reduced  population growth rate target v.-ill not be 
achieved by tho  end of tho Third Plan. Further reduction of 
population growth rate  through vigorous family planning 
programme is still one of the major objectivesin tho Fourth 
Plan. However,   in parallel to this,   improvement  :>f manpower 
quality at all   levels will also be emphasized. ) 

- prevent environmental problems and   reduce pollution. 
(Ar, economic development proceeds,  tho questions of pollution 
and environmental problems are increasingly vital. Environmental 
planning and enforcement of the  law are major factors for 
prevention of iù ture and reduction of the existing pollution.) 

- stimulate development in rural areas  through decentralization 
policy.   (For development to really reach the grassroots level 
in the rural areas, the decentralisation of administration is 
escential. During the Fourth Plan period, there will be development 
plans for individual provinces within the general framework of 
tho Fourth Plan.  Also,   special  emphasis would be given to 
eliciting popular participation in rural development projects.) 

*)A recent    economic report on Thailand(of  14.11.75)notes that  'To 
achieve its distributional  objectives Thailand must aim at a growth rate 
at leant as high as the 7 % target of the Third Plan. Given the rapid 
expansion of  the labour force that is expected for at  least the next 15 yearo 
and the progressive exhaustion of the supply of free  land suitable for 
agriculture,   employment creation is a major problem. Without the rapid 
intensification of agricultural production and expansion of manufacturing 
employment,  rural under-employment will become more serious that it  is now, 
and substantial open unemployment will emerge  in urban arca3. Thailand cannot 
support  In ITO  numbers of unemployed. Therefor?,   growing unemployment would by 

it: elf nee'-.;-:rily iner^--:-e   iren-  it,o<r.aalitio:*..   It would also depress  real 
labour ir.ee:.-:-,  further : croeni.-i ;  tío pattern of  incoi;;..' d L: triPuUon. 
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1.28 Besides emphasizing on the expansion of basic infrastructure 

as in the previous plans, development in the Fourth Plan 

period is expected to be concentrated more on the delivery of economic 

infrastructure and social services to the rural areas where there is 

a high potential of growth, and to the targut groupa whore income is 

relatively low. Moreover, the procedure in delivering development 

projects, both economic and social, is expected to bo based on an 

integrated approach rather than the sectoral approach as pursued in 

the past. In doing so, development problems will have to be clearly 

identified, the development strategies for each problem will be 

specified in a package form and, finally, the strategies will be 

translated into development programmes, measures and projects. 

1.29 I'ain development problems, to be tackled in the 

Fourth Plan period, have been identified to include 

the following: 

Guidelines concerning mero economic and social structure 
v/ill be set up with regard to national prouucv, economic" 
stability, employment r^uilibrium, distribution of income, 
monetary and fiscal structures, regional and rural development etc. 

Emphasis will be given to problems and policies concerning 
administration and allocation of sectoral resources, i.a. 
land Uü3S, vator resource;:-,, mineral resources, and environmental 
factors. 

The policy concerning investment for industrial development 
will be given intensive attention,   ranging from questions 
regarding industrial structure,  industrial location, export- 
oriented industries,  taxation system,   industrial credit, 
transfer of technology,   industrial co-operation in the ASEAN 
region,  industrial information and research,  environmental 
problems,   legal aspects of industrial enterprises, Government 
industrial administration, and labour situation. 

The specific problems of overpopulation in metropolitan ai-oas 
will be  looked into. Also,  specific recommor.dTations will  be 
proposed so as to develop new secondary growth are¿ 3 in 
accordance with regional development plans. 
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- Special attention will be given to policy and structure of 
public enterprises. Main problems in this area are the absence 
of definite poìicvy concernine public enterprises on the part 
of the Government, the lack of clear ¿guidelines for public 
enterprises and ineffective operations. 

1.30 As has been noted in previous paragraph, the Fourth 

Plan is expected to focus specifically on the development 

of the industrial sector which again would be given a leading role in 

the economic growth of the country. This would mean that the rate of 

growth of value added in the industrial sector will have to be higher 

than the average growth of the economy, that priority industries will 

be selected, based on criteria of economic efficiency, employment 

creation and their potential for rapid growth. To promote economy 

of scale and economic efficiency, exports of manufactures will be 

especially supported. Foreign investment will still be encouraged 

but in a somewhat more descriminate way than in previous years. 

Attempts could bo expected to be made to transfer and adapt foreign 

technology to uuit the local conditions. Industries would be encouraged 

to move to or bo set up in non-metropolitan areas. And, finally, 

environmental problems will bo considered. 

1.31 Translated into action programmer this should also mean 

that at the planning stage specific attention may be given 

to the need for a strengthening of the institutional machinery 

(i) for investment promotion (primarily the Bo?.rd of Investment) on 

basis of a formulated sector strategy, (ii) for employment generating 

industrial development in rural or non-metropolitan areas, through 

industrial advisory services (primarily through the Department of 

Industrial Promotion) and industrial estates development (through 

the Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand - IEAT), (iii) for 

technology adaptation and development in the context of the local 

conditions, raw material resources, etc. (possibly with main thrust 

on the Applied Scientific Research Corporation of Thailand - ASRCT). 
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II. Industrial development planning 

?.01 Economic management was relatively weak during the 

later years of the Thanom period before October 1973, 

because of the poor interagency co-operation and the weakness 

of the Cabinet as a co-ordinating institution,and the Sanya 

Government [October 1973 - February 1975] took a number of step3 

to improve the situation. One example was the Council of Economic 

Advisers to the Prime Minister created  in March 1974. It consisted 

of a group of eminent persons and had the task of advising not 

only on current economic problem:.; but also to take a deep and long 

view of the country's total economic-political-udministrative 

structures. —  The Council, as a non-statutory body, was 

automatically dissolved when the Sanya Government left power. 

The Kukrit and, later, the Seni Governments further strengthened 

the institution, involved in economic management. The Ministry of 

Finance, in particular, became far more active in policy formulation. 

Together with the Eank of Thailand and the Budget Bureau they were 

managing monetary and fiscal policy actively in accordance with the 

Government's policy objectives instead of relating passively to 

events an in the past.    Other examples of such more active 

pursuance of economic policy objectives wore the creation of the 

Foreign Investment Advisory Council and the Executive Committee for 

Exports referred to in para: s 4.19 and '>"'! below. 

2.02 The three civil Governments after October 1973 - 

the Sanya, Kukrit and Seni Governments - concentrated 

on implementing their short "term programmes and on dealing with 

immediate problems. However, as pointed out in a recent 

economic report on Thailand  , many of Thailand's development 

objectives can be achieved only through sustained effort over time. 

To deal with these successfully, the role of longer term planning 

and policy analysis needs to be strengthened and better integrated 

with short term management. Substantial institution building would 

also be necessary for a carrying out of many of the reforms and 

programmes proposed during the last three years. 
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2.03    The orrjan in Thailand responsible for the development 

planning function is the National Economic and Social 

Development Board (formerly National Economic Development  Board 

and established  19>9) which consists of 4C, hißh level officials 

appointed by the Gabinot and is chaired by the Prime Minister. 

Cabinet Ministers act as advisors to the Board and Ministers 

directly concerned with economic development function as  chairmen 

of sectoral  sub-committees.  However,  the Hoard  itself docs not 

meet  often,  and  its  function  is  to  larpp extent del crated  to the 

Executive Commit tea which ha". 9 members,   including  the  Secretary- 

General  of ÜÜ3D3. The Committee meets  rollarly as :   polioy-makn^. 

body.   Its operatili- arm,  the Secretariat  of the  Board   is  headed  by 

the Secretary-General. The  Secretariat,  normally referred  to as 

HESBB,   is an afonc.y within the Office  of  the Prime Minister [reoortir.ff 

directly  to the Prime Minister,  outside  the line of control by the 

Permanent Undor-Ceorotary of State  of the Prime  Minister's Office], 

2.0/,    Basically, the l.'.vJDB is the economic and social 

dovolonront  planning a -ency  responsible for the 

preparation of the country's  five-year development  plans.   Its 

planning function makes  it  nocennary to become  involved  in the 

policy development processes since  it has to review all the ministerial 

and puh!in enterprise plans,   after reviewing   it  has  to make economic 

(and social) analyses and how much they cost,   how they will bo 

financed, and what kinds of benefits the plans should brin^. 

Thereafter,   it devices strategics  to maximize Rainr*. at the minimum 

cost,   leading into recommendations as to the economic and social 

development policies that should be pursued. Once the major policies 

are adopted,  the KRSDB will  have to adjust ministerial and enterprise 

plans to meet policy objectives. 

2.05    Plans which are approved for inclusion in the National 

Economic and Social Development Plan are not really final; 

they need periodic adjustment to accommodate additional new programmes 

in the  interim years and/or when operating in a titfrt financial 

situation whore the annual budget cannot always deliver all the 

resources the plan needs. The NESDB engarces in annual  review and mid- 

term review. When these functions are all added up,  the NSSDB becomes 

the dr. Jacto policy planning,  developing,    analysis and follow-up 

arv.ncy  in the country as  far as economic matters arc  concerned. 
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2.06   The National Economic Development Board Act  (1959) 

states,  for instanco, that the Secretariat of the 

Board, besides other duties,  shall have to review and report on 

the status of economic development projects of ministries, 

departments and state enterprises and when considered necessary, 

make recommendations for acceleration, termination, modification, 

or liquidation of specific    programmes. According to the Act, the 

Secretariat has the power to require Government's ministries, 

department;: and state enterprises to submit  information necessary 

for the review of the progress of economic development underway. 

The Development Evaluation Division of I.'ESDB is entrusted the 

task of preparing such a progress report. The follow-up of all 

project implementation is,  however, beyond the scope of the 

authority and capability of the Development Evaluation Division 

and is done by each operating agency. 

2.07   The KESDB has over 350 officers working in 11 divisions, 

the mort important being the Division of Economic and 

Social Planning,  the Division of Economic Programmes, with an 

Industry Section,  and the Division of Manpower Planning. 
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2.08    The NE3DB has  just finalized the Fourth Five-Year Plan, 

1977-81. *) In the previous plans it was felt that 

planning for the industrial sector was very inadequate. In fact 

the  industrial sector was not  included in the first two plans. And 

in the Third Plan only policies    regarumg industrial development 

were stated, without any specific formulation of the plan. Even though 

it could be considered that Thailand had been quite successful with 

her industrialisation,  it is also felt  that industrialization has 

created a number of problems which might  have been avoided on the 

extent of the problems reduced had there been a properly formulated 

industrial  plan.  Dr. tlarongchai Akrasanee of the Thammasat University 

in Bangkok has in a recent study, 

problems as follows: 

prepared for llb'SDB,  listed the 

(i)    Foreign investment seems to be too exploitative; 

(ii)    The grotrth in wealth due to industrialization has 
not been justly shared; 

(iii)    Employment creation has been too low; 

(iv)    Problem of labour welfare ani relations; 

(v)    Inadequate adaptation and transfer of technology 
and inefficient utilisation of resources; 

(vi)    Inconsistency among government offices in their 
actions related to industrial development; 

(vii)    Environmental problem; 

(viii)    Concentration of industries in and around Bangkok. 

*')   The full text of the Fourth Plan is expected to be available in late I976. 
**) "A Survey of Industrial Infrastructure in Thailand" by Dr. Narongchai 

Akrasanee, Faculty of Economics, Thammasat University, Bangkok, 
January 1975 
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2.09 As noted in paragraph 1.29 above, investment for 

industrial development is expected to bo given 

intensive attertion in the Fourth Plan. Thus, guiding criteria 

regarding r-iority industries whose development vjould be specially 

encouraged, might be expected to be contained in the Plan. The 

development of such a strategy for the country's further industrial 

development should be worked out through close collaboration between 

NESDB, the Ministry of Industry (particularly its Industrial 

Economics and Planning Division) and the Board of Investment. 

It should also be expected that a detailed review of major 

projects in basic industries will be made and the resource 

requirements for their implementation elaborated on. In addition, 

the prospects of regional economic co-operation - within ASEAN - 

in basic industry projects, such as steel and fertilisers, would 

call for the formulation of a Thai long-term strategy for the 

development of these industries. 

2.10 Macro-economic planning for the industrial sector 

is nain]y being carried out by IÌLJSDB. For the purpose 

of the Third Plan, 1ÎESÛB prepared projections of the growth in 

value-added in manufacturing up to 1976, the increase in employment, 

implied changes in labour productivity and of development expenditure, 

All those projections were cot within the framework of the national 

accounts and could, therefore, be related to other sectoral and 

national growth rates. Micro-projections in respect of 19 sub-sectors 

of the manufacturing sector were also carried out covering growth 

of demand for the products of the sub-sector, growth in value-added 

of domestic industry and changes in related imports. [For the most 

part, the growth in demand for the various products was related to 

the projected increase in GÜP under the Third Plan by means of 

simple straight-line regression equations derived from relationships 

In this connexion it may be noted tliat several (inter-agency) 
branch-of-inckistry ad hoc 'national committoos' (r.uch as in iron & 
st'îcl, fertiliser, "pulpa paper have been established and working 
from tine to time, mostly under the aegis of Tiol or JiKSDU, and with 
representativos often also from üol, ASUCT, IFCT and others. 
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in the past. The ratio between domestic production and imports in 

mooting demand was also derived from past relationship,  modified 

in several instances to take into account human opportunities for 

import substitution and intentions to take advantage  of them.] 

The NESDB alno intended to nano projections of chances  in employment 

and investment in the various sub-soctors of manufacturing,  but was 

unable to carry it out due to lack of data. 

2.11 The mode of the industry sector plan preparation 

(for the Third Plan)  reflects thus a  'top-down1  planning 

system with little  inputs coming from the enterprise   level [except 

for some 10 major products  */  in respect of which quantitative 

production tarots for 1976 were  indicated], 

2.12 The Ministry of  Industry (Hol)  ha::  been taking part, 

although to very limited extent,  in ÎISSDB's planning 

work on the  industry sector primarily thrown the  Industrial 

Economics and Planning Division  (lEPD).  **) Also other agencies, 

like the Board of Investment  (Bol), the Industrial Finance Corporation 

of Thailand   (IF CT),  ar.d the Ministry of Commerce concerned with the 

industrial sector development were consulted.  Essentially,  these 

agencies are  often carrying out duties also of an industrial planning 

nature, but there seems to be a general tendency to  regañí planning 

as a separate aspect of administration   which cjn be  separated from 

the agency ' t;  more established  tankt;  instead of  the  framework 

v.'hich relator  those tack:;  one to another and gives them point 

and direction. 

*)    Sugar,   gunny bags,  cement,  paper, vegetable oil,   automobile tires, 
petroleum, steel and other iron, textile cloth,   fruit canning 

**)    Under a UNDp/UNIDO assistance project an industrial programming 
adviser worked in the Ministry of Industry in  1971» being 
attached to  the I'JPD.   In his assessment,  the role of the IEPD 
needed  to be much more clearly established and accepted. As its 
name implies  it should have  central instead of percpheral 
responsibility for the planning of industry.   It  should take on 
itself  the supply of the  industrial input - projections and policies 
to the  plan,   instead  of merely contributing to  the work done by the 
NESDB.  This is not to say that its contribution would not be subject 
to modification in the  light  of points raised by 1:¿1DB having regard 
to national planning considerations;  however,   the main input should 
come fron the  V¿i;\),   the modification from  other-.'..   In other word:;, 
IEPi) should  act a:;  a progr;;-.   in:-  or development   unit  for industry. 

(Tulli:, Iì   neport   t.y i,.:i.   Ir.-j;-   :i,  A;ivi.:;:r  on   Industriai V 'ïveloi ^ n t 
prv.    •   --i-,-,   l i."l?.ir;7'l')          _. 
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2.13 In order to avoid this situation an   effective  information 

and feedback system has to be developed to ensure that both 

the enterprises and the co-ordinating or implementing government 

agencies,  participate effectively in the plan formulation. Also,  the 

administrativo structure  as the vehicle to achieve the planned social and 

economic goals, must be  suitable for the functions  it is assigned to 

perform. Whenever necessary,  the system has to be remodelled for this 

purpose. Until then the planners must take  into account the limitations 

and the capability of the existing administrative  structure in formulating 

the plan. 

2.14 It is generally recognized that planning and implementation 

have to be the responsibility of different organizations. 

Therefore,  an effective  information system needs to bo developed to keep 

the planning agency posted with the current  situation. This aspect is 

looked into in follovring chaoter. 

2.1^}    Furthermore,  with a highly centralized administrative 

system,  as in Thailand, the fragmentation of responsibility 

into a larger number of ministries and departments  has led to a 

compartraentalization of activity wherein    co-ordination between the agencies 

concerned has become progressively more difficult as the administrative 

hierarchy comes down to the operative  level  in the provinces.  bVen at 

the central level,  governmental operations appear to be constrained   not 

only by the overlapping of responsibilities but also by the inflexibility 

of rules and regulations aimed at perpetuating central control.  This 

highly compartmentalized and centralized governmental bureaucracy is 

co-existing with the almost total absence of representative local 

agencies in the provinces which could have initiated and implemented 

development activities and with a system that provided minimum financial 

resourco3 even to the local agencies that existed. 
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2.16   A major constraint for regional planning offortB 

has, no doubt, beon the capacity of tha bureaucracy . 

to effectively implement programmes.  Integrated planning does 

exist, tho major problem has been the  lack of integrated implementation 

because of the considerable duplication of functions and lack of co- 

ordination between the very many governmental agencies involved. A 

beginning has been made recently by consolidating functional 

responsibilities at the central government  level. However,  it still 

remains to be seen to what    extent these organizational re-adjustments 

would be really reflected in effective co-ordination in implementation 

at the local, operational levels. 

i 
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III.    Industrial statistical data services 

3.01 Of pararmunt  importance is the concept of economic 

planning and relationship between Government and 

industry that has been the basis of the country's national plans, 

with reliance mainly placed on spontaneous forces in the economy 

to bring about development. The Government   (in the Plan or 

otherwise) points directions for developmont and endeavours to 

concert tVn various operating forces in securing procreas in these 

directions,  but it docs not seek to be the main agent of progress 

itself. The Government endeavours to create a favourable climate 

in which industry can operate,  assists in identifying problems 

hindering its progress and in overcoming them through selected 

policy instruments. To  fulfil  its functions tov;ard3 industry in 

this context,  the 'lovemment must have a    thorough knov;ledge of 

the structure and functioning of the industrial sector, and a 

clear view of its potential,  problems and deficiencies and overall 

constraints governing its operations. 

3.02 To enable the design and development of the policy 

instruments required to encourage industry in the 

desired directions, basic industrial sector data requirements 

would include  (according to the above mentioned renort of the 
*) UNIDO Industrial    Development Programminr Adviser): 

A.      Volume arid valuo of output and its component products 
(those should be specified in such a way that they are 
readily related to imports and exports) 

3.      Volume and value of raw materials usedj specified whether 
from domestic or external source; 

C. Inputs of power, packaging material etc. 

D. Wages and salaries paid 

E. Number of persons employed by description and level of «kill 

P. Number of location of establishments 

*)    See footnote to para.  2.1? above 
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G»      Plant capacity in terms of physical output and 
carefully defined having regard to hours worked etc. 

H.      Total value of investment on a uniform basis, say, 
current replacement value. 

I»      Annual increment of investment  similarly defined. 

J.      Home and export sales by volume and value (with indication 
whether producto aro sold for intermediate or final use) 

K.      Competing imports. 

3.03 It  should be recalled that UIIIDO provided expert 

assistance  in 1969-70 [to the Department of Labour 

mainly, but also to the national Statistical Office (flSO) and the 

Ministry of Industry]  for the development of an adequate system of 

industrial  statistics.  The main tank for the export was to advise 

on the preparation of a Standard  Industrial Classification for 
*) Thailand        covering all economic activities for the purpose of 

developing a uniform ey.;tem for classification of statistical data 

according to kind of activity of the establir;hr.ent or enterprise 

to which those data refer, thus making it easier to obtain comparable 

data and to combine  information from different  statistical    sources 

in statistical analyses, e.g. production statistics, employment 

statistics,   industrial  censuses [inade from time to time by the 

USO], population censuses,  etc. 

3.04 It is evident that for all economic sectors where 

annual or more frequent statistical surveys are to 

be initiated it is necessary to establish a register of enterprises 

and establishments if mail canvassing is to be used. Depending on 

the work involved in establishing and up-to-date keeping,  the register 

*)    The Standard Industrial Classification for Thailand thus prepared 
is based on the International Standard  Industrial Classification 
(ISIC);  the adjustment to the particular structure of economic 
activity of Thailand is made by a further sub-division of individual 
ISIC groups whenever it has been found to be of particular interost. 
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should be restricted to economic sectors whore current statistical 

data are most heavily needed,  e.g. minine and manufacturing. Several 

governmental agencies such as the Ministry of Industry,   the National 

Statistical Office,  the Department of Labour and the Board of 

Investment are at present engaged in Keeping registers of establishments, 

or factories, wholly or mainly for statistical purposes.    The size of 

these registers vary from a coverai of all  economic activities except 

agriculture,  forestry,  fishing and public administration and defence 

(Department of Labour),  to all manufacturing establishments, or factories, 

for which an operation licence is required  (Ministry of Industry) and 

establishments  in the promoted industries for which promotion privilcdges 

have been granted (Board of Investment). Apart from the collaboration 

between the Department  of Labour and the KSO   (the  latter has received 

register lists from the Department of Labour)  there is little or no 

direct co-operation between the various agencies regarding the register 

work. Apart from the basic enquiry nado by the Census of Manufacture    in 

I960 *) the KSO has so far not been able to  complete current industrial 

statistics which are of much use for general  industrial planning or 

market analysis. Indeed,   one of tho fact o it; which appear to cau:.u 

specific concern to foreign-owned companies and joint ventures is the 

lack of reliable    statistics on which to base future market and production 

projections. 

3.O5    Partly because of the lack of industrial statistics 

published by the USO, a number of other governmental 

agencies as well as research institutes and private organizations have 

tried to prepare their own statistics mostly aimed to satisfy some 

particular needs for data.  Industrial statistics are also partly 

prepared as a subsidiary exercise from data collected for administrative 

purposes. Thus,   in the Ministry of Industry statistical data is being 

collected in connexion with granting operation licences;  a major 

problem here being lack of updating as well as incompleteness in the 

originally requested data. 

•)    A limited census was undertaken in 1971 » which attempted to cover only 
establishments employing 10 or more workers.  It covered 3.005 establish- 
ments (of which 727 har*  fewer   than 10 workers) 
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3.06 The present situation with a number of governmental 

agencies and other institutions bothering the individual 

establishments en,r;aged in manufacturing, with questionnaires asking 

for statistical information, partly identical and partly slightly 

different,   is detrimental and fosters unwillingness  of private 

enterprises to co-operate with government agencies collecting 

statistical data.   Thcro seems also to exist a deplorable lacle; of 

co-ordination between the various agencies in their efforts of 

collecting statistical data, and sometimes even between various 

divisions within the same agency. 

3.07 The USO  has tried to establish a programme for industrial 

statistics both in respect of infrequent  industrial 

censuses and annual and more frequent statistical surveys. Mostly 

because of shortage  of a sufficient staff of qualified personnel 

allocated to these  statistics,  the implementation of the programme 

has  boon clow. Tho  general questionnaires    utilised  in the census of 

manufacturo ao well  as  in tho annual  surveys seem to  have been too 

ambitious,  especially when the general  distrust by private enterprises 

of governmental agoncies collecting statistical data is taken into 

account. Partly because of too comprehenüive questionnaires,  partly 

because of unwillingness by the firms to give away their figures, and 

partly because of  lack of sufficient moans to achieve satisfactory 

reporting from unwilling respondents,  neither tho amount nor the 

quality of the data received has been sufficient for a satisfactory 

achievement of tho  industrial statistics programme. To this has 

to be added the very long timo  lag   between the collection of the statistics 

and its publishing. 

3.08 As consequence, the various agencies engaged in industrial 

planning,  finding tho 1ÍS0 not being able  to supply the data 

needed, have been trying to build up their own systems of industrial 

statistics. However, the various statistics compiled are widely 

differing and the user3 are often  more confused than eve*', not knowing 
*) which of the often contradictory data are to be trusted. 

*)     Tho most efficient statistical analytical work  is understood to be 
dona bv I<.'.-JD.>  and   the I'.uik  of Thai l.md. 
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3.09 Thooroctically, the NSO should be the most efficient 

institution for elaborating the basic industrial statistics, 

usable for industrial planning as well as for other purposes. The 

staff of NSO should a priori have the best knowledge and experience 

how to plan and conduct industrial surveys as well as experience in 

data processing procedures. Authorized by legislation covering the 

statistical field, the NSO is also in a better position than most 

other governmental agencies when it is a question of petting the 

required data. *) 

3.10 At the same tine it is clear that agencies dealing with 

detailed industrial planning at the project level and 

policy making, such as the Ministry of Industry and the Bol, will 

need to have access to individual factory data in additon to 

aggregated industrial statistics compiled periodically by a 

statistical agency. 

3.31 The aforementioned UNIDO adviser recommended that, 

in principle, the National Statistical Office would 

be beet placed to collect industrial statistics of the general 

type recommended by UK, such as annual data on kind of activity, 

use of labour, labour cost, total value of output, total value 

of input, quantity and value of important goods produced and 

materials consumed, etc. Other data, which may be needed for 

industrial planning and policy-making or for general assessments 

by potential investoro and others, such as registered capital, 

investment costs, production capacity, product ranges, trade 

channels, etc. should on the other be collected by another agency 

than the NGO, partly because it would break with the general 

statistical programme set up by NSO, and partly because the user 

*) The Board of Investment, for instance, in collecting 
information from enterprises in the promoted industry 
branches, may have difficulties to obtain data from 
enterprises other than those with promotional priviledges 
in force. 
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of these types of data very often will need individual figures 

instead of arrecato totals. The collection of data needed in order 

to study, on a comparative basis, the efficiency or profitability 

of individual factories such as use of different type of machinery 

or technoloi-y and different types of labour in relation to quantity 

and/or value of output and quantity and/or value of consumed materials 

would also be outside the statistical programme of USO. Studies of 

thi3 type will normally have to be on an ad hoc nature, restricted 

to a relatively small nunber of industries and thus difficult to 

integrate in industrial statistics o^ the trierai tvpo. 

3.12 More recently, in 1973/7-1, UNDP/UiJIDO has provided 

expert assistance to the Industrial economics and 

Planning Division (ICPD) of the Ministry of Industry, for the 

purpose of advising on a building up of its industrial statistics 

and information activities. The immediate objectives of the technical 

assistance included the task to advise the Industrial Information and 

Documentation Unit (since 1974 Centro for Industrial Statistics, 

Information and Hosearch) of HJPD in the collection, proco su in?; and 

publishing of accurate, completo and up-to-date statistics on the 

*) country's industry.  The United was as initial step to collect data 

on production and distribution as stipulated in the 1969 Factory 

Lav; **/ [see para. 4.03 below]. Supplementary to this data on inputs 

(e./r. investment, employment and raw materials) were to be collected 

as well. 

3.13 Accordingly, out of the 40.000 to 45.000 firms registered 

at the Factory Control Division of the Ministry of Industry, under 

the Factory Law, the IF.PJ) has selected 60 kinds of industries with 

*) In addition to the assistance in collecting, processing and publishing 
industrial statistics, advise was also to bo given in connexion with 
IKPû's research and studies work in support of policy decisions and 
industrial planning. 

**) The Factory Law specifies - in Section 39 (li)) - that a Licences to 
operato a factory bau, ao ono of oovoral r.pooifio dutioc, "to malie 
reports on the volume of production and disposal of the factory". 
An active follow up on this duty has not been made by I-'oI until the 
above-mentioned selective information collection was initiated. 
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about  1.^)00 firms,  all lar/^e or medium-sized,   for monthly mail 

questionnaires covering actual production,   capacity and sales 

in physical  unit::.   [The vor;/ \>ir, number  of about i").00O — rice 

mills arc;,   for instance,   not included.] The response is about 70 /» 

which moans that IÜPD has   the mail returns with industrial   statistics 

on production and ¡jales of  only 2 £ of   the registered  firms   in terms 

of their numbers,  while if the  industrial  production and value 

added are considered the  coverage is around   30 ','.     - It  should at 

the sane  time also be borne  in mind that   in respact of a number of 

industrial sub-sectors,   coverin": most of  the  country's   larg« and 

medium-sire  industry, the   regular monthly reporting is  close to 

100 ¿. 

3.14    The selection of firms    can certainly be questioned 

[fron statistical r armi in r noint of vieu"]  since  thoy 

were not  colecta  at random but accordi:1..'; to the amount of 

investment  -  1 Million bahtr. ar.d above.   The U.'ÍIDC) I'.id-term  Heview 

Ilission  in Aoril  IJ'I'*,   recorren lei that   an  immediate aim    should bo 

to cover about  3000  firms  and    to apply  random rampi in<*.  This would 

much enhance  the usefulness of the data   for planning purposes, o.e. 

industrial   location planning beyond the  Bangkok area. 

3.1'}    An annual publication by Iol'-J),   "Industrial Statistics", 

is the principal orean for the dissemination of the 

information collected.     ' Besides,  the monthly production data 

of 21  industrial products   is regularly published in the   'Monthly 

Bulletin»   of the Bank of Thailand. 

*)    According to the U1JIJX) expert, Mr.   Brahma's report   'Computerization 
of the  Industrial Data for Thailand'   of 2 October  1974 

**)      IKPD is also conoidi«.«: to publish a monthly bulletin [a 'trial'   issue 
was  f#c»«itly published |. One of the major drawbacks    of both 
publication:-  is the   lacking of accuracy of data since no reliability 
checks have been applied so far.   Remedial action wan  pronosed in 
connexion with a review of the technical assistance  project,   it 
beinp reali ".ed  that  such  chocks would require a major effort by 
v;av  of  irujut  of staff ros euro es. 
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3.16 It should alno be noted that tho Board of 

Investment  has  fairly recently established 

a very detailed reporting system in respect of the several 

hundred enterprises which aro enjoying incentivos bonefiti 

3.17 Anart from tho NCO, the Ministry of Industry 

and the Boari of Investment,   many other agencies 

collect and u:;e data on industr.v. The Bank of Thailand,   the 

Industrial Finance Corporation, The Labour Department,   the 

Ministry of Finance   (devenue Department  and Customs 

Department),  tho ::¿¿]).¡    '  and the Association of Thai Industries 

partly collect their own data on indu.try or use such data 

provided by others. 

It may be noted that the 11SSDB representative at  the Mid-term 
Review ¡'.sating in April IOVJ, of tho assistance project to 
IEPD [r;eo para.  Ì.IA~\ emphasized    NIEJDU'c need for up-to-date 
data which the litio was unable to produce so far and which 
could bn produced by IEDP. 
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IV.    Industrial  investment promotion 

4»01    The Second World War and its aftermath brought into 

sharp focus the need for industrialisation and import 

substitution and this encouraged the Government to establish a 

number of industrial enterprises ranging from sugar to paper, 

gunny bags,  plywood and glass  containers.  The policy of direct 

governmental participation in manufacturing continued up till 

the middle of the  1950st when emphasis was shifted to building 

the infrastructure and promoting private sector participation. 

While direct government investment continued in practice,  but 

to a smaller extent,  the first Act for the promotion of industries 

was passed in October 1954.   In ì'JìJÒ,  the Government guaranteed 

not to engage  in any new industrial activity in competition with 

that of the promoted enterprise or expropriate  or nationalize 

any private  industrial activity. A year later the Board of 

Investment wan established to render assistance to would-be 

industrial eut repreneurs and  investor:' under the provision of 

the 1954 Act. That Act war; replaced by the Promotion of Industrial 

Investment Act of I960 with the Board of Investment becoming the 

administrator of the new Act.   In 1962, the Act was revised to 

liberalize the  promotional benefits and simplify the legal and 

administrative  procedures. During the  1960s,   th3 Government's 

choice of promoted industries was bancd almost entirely on import 

substitution.   Promoted firms were confident  in not merely being 

exempted from tariff payment  for import of capital goods etc.  but 

at the samo time in being protocted rather heavily from foreign 

competition for their finished product. 

4.02   Two important changes were introduced in the late 

1960s in the Government's policy of industrial 

promotion. Firstly, promoted  industries were granted full duty 

exemption on import of capital goods, except those that were 
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locally produced.  Secondly, with a view to encourage the use 

of local raw materials, the exemption limit  for import of raw 

materials (having earlier been totally exempt) was reduced to 

a maximum of )'~\  of the value which would be allowed by the Bol 

only when it considera the exemption being justified. The 

Promotion of Industrial  Investment Act was replaced by National 

Executive Council Announcement Ilo.   227 - the   Investment Promotion 

Law - in October   1972.  The new  law enabled the  Roard of Investment 

to give greater fiscal  priviledgos  to export-oriented industries 

and    industrien   located outside  Bangkok. 

4.03    Except  for the licence  to operate  a factory under 
*) the Factory Law    ',   imposed primarily for reasons 

•*•*) 

of health and safety there  aro  no licensing barriers  to 

industrial investi ¡ont;   in addition to the tariff and protection 

policies pursued by the government,   industrial   investment  in 

desired directions  is thus primarily encouraged  by the provisions 

of  fiscal and other incentives  granted  by the   Hoard of Investment. 

The Board ic empowered to: 

(i)    determine  the list of industries to be promoted; 

(ii)    approve individual projects to which promotion 

benefits will be granted;   and 

(iii)    decide  upon the extent of tax. exenrotions to be 

Riven in each individual case. 

*» 

Under the Factory Law of  1969,  all factories  (using machinery of 
two horse  power or more or employing seven or more workers) must 
be  licensed by the minister of Industry who  is given wide power 
of discretion under the Law.  Before granting a licence,   officials 
of the Ministry mus inspect the factory to ensure that  it  conforms 
to the specifications previously submitted to the Ministry, A  licensee 
operating a factory must maintain the factory and equipment in a 
structurally strong, safe condition;   provide sufficient  emergency 
alarm system,   fire-fighting equipment etc.   It may not  cause grave 
nuisance or danger to the public. All  existing licences have to be 
renewed every third year. 

Recently,   in a few cases,   the Ministry of Industry has also been 
refusing licencces on economic ground ••,   after having announced 
(glutted)   that  the Dn;ciTio   ] ndus'Cry  sector docs not  need additional 
canno i.l v. 
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4.04 The task of the Office of the Board of Investment (Bol) 

is to "take steps to induce investment in activities of 

economic and social importance and necessity to the nation. It shall 

provide investment services and perform other administrative functions" 

[Article 10 of ÎJKC Announcement Mo. 227]. Only the minimum size for 

firms - expressed usually in terms of capital investment but cometimos 

in terms of basic capacity or output - have been announced in advance 

by the Bol, and these size requirements are actually rough guidelines 

to help the Bol judge whether a prospective project is likely to be 

sound. In addition, the Board may require from applicants certain 

conditions on the amount and source of capital, tho nationality and 

number of shareholders, local materials to be used, the nationality 

and number of personnel, training and employment of manpower and 

the distribution, designation and equality of products. No concrete 

guidelines for these conditions are provided in the legislation and 

are thus left to the diacrotion of the Boi. In practice it appears 

that the Board has restricted itself to conditions concerning the 

import of machinery within a specified time; the production inputs 

and manpower plans proposed by the applic:\nt himself; and in respect 

of a few selected industries, the percentage of Thai ownership. The 

encouragement of joint ventures is determined by what the Board thinks 

"the market will bear" *). 

4.05 In line with the Government's emphasis on export 

promotion and stimulation of investment to generate 

employment, the Board of Investment announced in April 1975» new 

and more detailed guidelines on investment promotion. The explicit 

*) According to the Bol publication "Investing in the Dynamic 
Growth of Thailand', September I97S". 
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objectives behind the changes were: 

(i) the creation of a favourable investment climate *); 

(ii) the promotion of direct foreign investment with 
appropriate safeguards; 

(iii) creator decentralization of investment to provincial 
areas through special incentives and through provision 
of improved public infrastructure; 

(iv) acceleration of project identification effort through 
special studies; 

(v) direct relation of promotional priviledges to the 
benefits expected to bo derived in each case; -\nd 

(vi) formulation of an explicit industrialization strategy. 

4.06 The primary fiscal incentive which may be given to 

promoted firms consists of full exemption from corporate 

income tax for a period of 3 to 8 years. Generally, firms are given 

5 years' exemption while longer periods arc reserved for projects 

unlikely to show a profit in their first 2 or 3 years; shorter periods 

are often granted to promote expansion programmes. Approved machinery 

may be imported without duty provided that 'similar machinery 

approximately equal in quality and price are not being produced in 

the country in sufficient quantity'. The Board may prescribo in the 

firm's promotion certificate tho period of time in which such tax-free 

imports may be made; usually 2 years is allowed. Raw materials are not 

normally exempt from tariffs although the re are provisions for their 

relief as special incentives or as export incentives. 

*) With the improved performance of the economy starting late 1972, and 
a generally brighter outlook for the future, a groat many private 
sector investment decisions ware made and applications to the Bol 
for promotional privilodges increased from an average of about 100 
in I970-7I to nearly 200 in 1972, and r;50 in 1973. The private sector 
investment (primarily in industry) increased by 19 $ in real terms 

in 1973 and 17 fo  in 1974. [This investment brought substantial 
additional capacities,int^r alia, to the sugar, textile, gunny bag 
and tapioca flour milling industries.] The investment climate worsened, 
however, during 1974, for a variety of reasons, including the lack of 
clear policy toward foreign investment. Applications to Bol dropped to 
225 in 1974, and ju3t over 100 in 1975. 
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4.07 Promotional benefits granted are since 1975t  linked 

to employment creation,  export generation, use of 

locally produced raw materials and plant  location in ten designated 

"development  zones",  or "investment promotion zones". Under the 

new rules, non-export oriented industries [less than 20 /& of total 

Bales exported] are eligible for promotional  privi ledges only if 

they locate outside Bangkok,  have protection of less than 30 Ì»% 

value-added of at  least  30 c/¿ and Thai participation of at  least 40 fo. 

Moreover,  they can receive tax exempt status   (up to  5 years) only 

if they employ at  least    200 v/orkers and invest at  least  50 million 

Baht   (approx.  USS 2 \2 million). Export-oriented firms,  on the other 

hand,   receive  tax exempt    status and are entitled to promotional 

privilodges without having to meet the above  criteria. 

4.08 Non-tax investment  pronation measures include a 

guarantee that the promoted firm will be allowed to 

remit foreign currency from Thailand in order to recover equity 

investment,  to  repay foreign loans,  to remit  profit  and interest, 

and discharge obligations contracted for the use of rights and 

services relating to its promoted activity. 

4.09    In effect, three types of protection against competition 

may be offered to the promoted firm, namely,  firr.tly, 

that the government will not establish a new state enterprise which 

would competo with it,  secondly« the firm is protected theoretically 

against the creation of uneconomic overcapacity in its industry 

through the Board's practice of suspending new promotion in an 

industry where there ai« sufficient firms to supply local needs 

and,  thirdly,   protection against imports is  provided in various 

ways - competing imports may be prohibited altogether or subjected 

to increase in import duty if they are "of the same kind as those 

being produced by the promoted person.H 
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4«10 As noted earlier, investors interested in projects 

which are not eligible for promotion under the 

Investment Promotion Law may still establish the project but 

without privileges, for instance, concerning duties on imported 

machinery and equipment. However, to encourage an increase in 

export trade the Government has recently introduced a number of 

special incentives for exporters, promoted as well as unpromoted; 

the most important being a reduction with 90 c/>  of the customs 

tariff which have been paid on poods which are imported with the 

intention that they will be processed, mixed or assembled into 

products for export. Tax credit provides another export incentive 

also available to unpromoted exporters.   Jn the case of promoted 

firms, the incentives law provides special benefits for exporters 

which the Bol may add to the promotional privilcdgos. Thus, full 

exemption of import duties on raw materials used in processing or 

assembling an export commodity may be granted during a limited time 

period. [These duty exemptions for promoted firms are in addition 

to drawbacks and tax refunds ..'ori -."¿ly available to unpromoted exporters 

and administered by the Fiscal Policy Office in the Ministry of Finance], 

Another r.pccial incentive is relief of export tax and business tax on 

export output. Finally, the law provides for a small export subsidy 

in the form of an allowance against taxable income. 

4.11 A recent analysis of the impact of Thailand's protection 

and incentive policios *) suggests that in general, these 

policies hive not resulted in inefficient high cost production across 

the board. However, they have inadvertently resulted in focussing on 

import substitution, with higher "effective protection" being provided 

to industries producing for the domestic market than those producing 

for export. Success in increasing manufactured exports was thus 

achieved in spite of, rather than because of, the tax and tariff 

policies [during the time before the recent special benefits for 

*) Narongchai Akrasance, «The Sti-ucture of Effoctive Protection in 
Thailand: A Study of Industrir.l and Trade Policies in the early 
1970s«; March 1975. 
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export production took effect].    Moreover,  frequent adjustments 

having been mode in the tariff structure,  have resulted in 

significant variations in protection levels within and between 

various industry groups for which there is no underlying 
rationale. 

4.12 The present uncoordinated application of tariffs, 

control of imports,  exports and prices,  registration 

and licensing policies and the case-by-case provision    of 

incentives has resulted in an unwieldy approach to encouraging 

efficient industrial growth with some incentives being offset 

by the impact of others.  It has also resulted in an immense 

administrative burden on Bol. " 

4.13 In the context of its continuing dialogue with the 

. tl      Thai Governmcrvt on economic matters the World Bank 
has/recor.jnended a complementary two-part incentive strategy 
based on: 

(i)    a gonaral system of non-discretionary incentives 

based on tariffs and tax exemptions which would be 

applied to broad classes of industries; and 

(ii)    a detailed discretionary review of only major projects 

in basic industries. 

4.14 The Bol proposes to launch parallel    studies        aimed 

at improving the co-ordination of the country's investment 

regulations   *) and at strengthening its own operational capabilities.**) 

*) A note on the different administrative procedures for permission to 
establish and operate a manufacturing enterprise,  for promotional 
certificate etc. is appended as Annex II.  It is based primarily on 
information contained in Dr. Narongchai Akrasanee's st"dy 'A Survey 
of Industrial Infrastructure in Thailand'  of January \y /5. 

**) A number of improvements in the operations of the Boi are under 
consideration. A3 now administered,  the Bol uses a committee system, 
with the entire 18-man Board (see Annex III) dealing with a great 
variety of routine matters, and sub-committees handling others.   It 
is hoped that many of these routine matters will be delegated to 
the Secretary-General and through him to the staff. An organization 
chart of ~'<>l  is givon  in Annex  17. 
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Although the Bol is an early example of its kind and imbued with 

very broad discretionary pov;or,  it does not yet  seora to enjoy the 

human and budgetary resources, nor the power to co-ordinate  (at 

operational level) the bureaucracy responsible for various aspects 

of industrialization which aro now features of  its equivalents in,   for 

instance, Malaysia (FIDA),  Singapore (KOB) and the Philippines (Board 

of Investments). Problems caused by those  relative resource and 

power constraints have been observed to include« 

Follow-up work on promoted enterprise has been patchy, in 

spite  of some efforts to introduce comprehensive survey- 

techniques and information gathering and storage. This impairs 

severely on the Board's ability not only to ensure that the 

letter and spirit of such pronotion conditions as are  imposed 

are bein,~ follov;od in each caso,   but also to implement or 

recommend modifications to the system in the  light of 

experience. 

In the absence of co-ordination among agencies, the Board 

does not have access to satisfactory industrial survey work 

covering the whole of industry against which it can measure 

the performance of its promoted firms,  and in the light of 

which it can decide which sectors and industrial characteristics 

to encourage from time-to-time. 

Resources to carry out pre-fea3ibility studies to guide the 

promotion of new industries are not adequate;  apart from a 

handful of broad industry studies  ( some carried out with 

UNDP/UNIDO assistance) no effective work in this area is 

conducted, with the consequence that the selection of industries 

for promotion has been comparatively arbitrary and non-integrated, 

that  little emphasis has been placed on promoting positively 

production techniques which would increase a firm's contribution 

to employment or increased utilization of locally available 

materials etc. 
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-   Regional development can only to limited extent be 

stimulated by Bol which has no offices  in major 

provincial centren [in contrast  to,  for example, 

IFCTjCee para. 4.27 below], 

4.15   As illustrated in detail in Annex II, a great many 

institutions are involved in the administrative 

procedure    related to an industrial investment  project and a 

common complain from investors relates to the number of places 

required to be visited and the length of time  it takes to obtain 

the various necessary peignissions.  In his study on industrial 

infrastructure, Dr. llarongchai Akrasanee *) arduos strongly for 

the setting up of a strong investment centre  in Thailand. As it 

is nov;, there is   little co-operation betv;eon the various institutions 

involved;  in fact   (according to Dr. llarongchai) each institution 

performs its function autonomously thinking it  is not their direct 

responsibility to  inform    others. Although the Board of    Investment 

as such (« the Corrr.ittce) consists of members  from the various 

institutions/ministries concerned for the purpose of co-operation 

this is only at the policy-making level.  **) 

*)    Dr. llarongchai Akrasaneo 'A Survey of Industrial Infrartructure 
in Thailand',     January 1975- 

**)    The principal  incentives under the Investment Promotion Act are 
in the realm of customs duties,  taxes,   immigration and land.  Since 
the Bol exercises no jurisdiction over these areas, actual implementatio 
of the incentives requires the co-operation of many other Government 
agencies.  (This is unlike the case of say, Singapore,  where the 
Minister of Finance both grants the incentives and administers them.) 
For this purpose (l) representatives of the implementing agencies nit 
on the Board of Investment [Committee members being at Under-Secretary 
of State or Secretary-General level, with the Minister of Industry 
as Chairman and Ministers of Finance, Agriculture, Commerce and 
Foreign Affairs as  «advisors«], and    (2)  close  liaison between the 
Bol and the  implementing agencies    has been established, with more 
or less success at the staff level.  In short,  the Thai expérience 
represents an approach to incentive implementation through tho UüO 
of committee and liaison with strong indepondent operating agencies 
which actually control the incentives. 
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4.16 The seriousness of this problem should not be under- 

estimated.  It has been well put in a study by Charles 

Draper 'Private Foreign Investment in ASSAI! - A Study on Trends, 

Policies,  Incentives and Impediments'   (ECOCMJ,   Bangkok, February 1974) 

as follows: 

•In the absence of up-to-date survey-v/ork,  and consequent 
reasoned policies   (v.'hether co-ordinated or not),  each of 
the responsible planning,  industry,  exchange-control, 
promotion,  incorporation,  taxation,  customs and immigration 
agencies must   'fly blind'    to a lar^e extent,  especially in 
its dealing    vrith foreirn investment and   in making industria] 
assessments such as  that of impending over-capacity in a field. 
Indead, the policios and practicies of most of these nancies 
aro desi-ned to meet  different needs and are not concerned 
specifically with foreign investment issues at all.  In this 
situation, the authorities must rely too much on information provided 
by private enterprise.' 

T!r. Draper continues  by referring to the examples provided 

institutionally in the efforts of,  for instance, the Philippines, 

Malaysia and Singapore and even Indonesia which 

'demonstrate the nood for industrial planning,  infrastructural 
development,   research, and specific correction of disincentives - 
co-ordinated directly with or by a highpowered investment 
agency - to play a much more important role than the standard 
package of fiscal  incentives and guarantees doled out by that agency. 

4.17 Given the Boi's very broad scope of discretion and the 

importance of sound decision-making on its part,  the World 

Bank has also recommended that the internal evaluation capabilities of 

Bol be strengthened and its focua shifted from evaluating individual 

projects to establishing priorities for major sub-oectors. The need 

for strengthening of Bol capabilities would relate to its staffing, 

operations,  systems and procedures, [it  should be borne in Bind in 

this connexion that,  hithertoo, the Bol has had to perform the important 

functions entrusted to it within very limited budgetary resources.] To 

assist Bol and relieve it of some unnecessary work in examining each 

case    from tho ground up,  a system of general criteria applicable to 

JEÍ 
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broad categories of industries would need to be developed. A]no, 

specialized technical.  e.xporliso to focus on spécifie tasks,  required 

from time to time,  may be obtained through  technical assistance. 

4.I8    It  is understood  that the  Bol  is  seeking prant financing 

for the undertaking of studios   to assist more national 

and co-orJinatcd  industrial  development, focussing,  intej^jilia, 

on issues such as 

(i)    determination of priorities for investment, project 

possibilities,   and   the desirod pattern of a^ro-industrial 

development ; 

(ii)    development   of  a  policy por: it i on on  forcipi investment 

and  the  indent ivo r;  and saffiianlc n'jcl  to attract  it;     and 

(iii)    reviewing alternative apnroaches to   industrial investment 

pronotion. 

A »H    In Au'-ust   1975»   a  policy statement  was  issued which 

further clarified  the  Tovernnr»nt 's  attitude tov.'ard 

direct  foroi 71  ir,ve.:t":ont  and an.iounre-1   the  formation of a  'Foreign 

Investment Advisory  Council'   comprised of  prominent foreign and Thai 
*) business.   > In conerai   terms, the government  policy vis-a-vis 

forei'^i  investment  is  tos 

- encourage direct  foreign investment but  to selectively 

direct  it to  recto'r;  v.Miero foreign expertiso and capital 

are most needed;   and 

- increase Thai  participation in joint-ventures. 

4.20 Another specific measure aimed at promoting foreign 

investment   in industry was the establishment in 1975» 

by the liol (with bilateral  assistance)    of industrial promotion 

offices  in Prankfurt  and Nev; York. 

4.21 The gradual  reduction of the foreign share of ownership 

is often a major stipulation when promotional priviledges 

are granted.  In November  197?» the Aliens Business Act (ïïBC Announcement 

No, 2ftl) was put in force.   The Act, being administered by the Department 

*)    Including representatives of the American,   Japanese, French and German 
Char.iber3 of Commerce,   the Socretary-Gonerai  of the Dol,  the President 
of the ¡ioax-d of Trado,   and the Director of the economic è. Social 
Ha ruling Division,   WcJ'jDH. 
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of Commercial Registration, Ministry of Commerce,   is in effect 

classifying manufacturing industries in two categories &u 

concerned foreign participation: 

(i)     Industries in which no new foreign majority-owned 

companies could bo established but  existing ones 

could continue although not expand beyond a certain limit *); 

(ii) industries in which new foreign majority-owned companies 

could be established and existing ones allowed to expand 

indefinitely.  • 

4.22    Also  in late   1972,   the Aliens Occupations Act   (TIEC 

Announcement  V.o.  322) was put in  force,   prohibiting 

foreigners  from  certain  specified occupations, and rerruiring all 

aliens to obtain work nermits.  The Aliens Occupations Act   ia 

administered by the Department  of Labour. 

4.2^    It is understood that consideration is being given to have 

the Thailand .Vanagonont Devclopnent and Productivity Center 

(T;;i)rC) at the IIoI,  to   review the use  and need for technical    personnel 

brought    in from abroad,   so that the Government would be  in a better 

postition to adjust their length of stay to real need. TwDPC would 

also help encourage the use of local expertise and   help find local 

sources of such expertise. 

4.24    As part of the industrial promotional  efforts of the 

Government the Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand 

(USAT) was established,   through National Executive  Council Announcement 

No. 339,   in December 1972, with the objectives of development of land 

areas Euitable for establishment of an industrial  estate,   including 

building roads,   factory vraste disposal pipes or other necessary 

installations as well  as providing other facilities and services  to 

smooth the work of industrial operations. Two types of industrial 

estates are envisaged,   namely:     (i)    general  industrial estate,  and 

(ii)   export-processing zone. The Director-General  of the Department 

of Industrial Promotion  is Chairman of IEAT. 

I^SÏBUnTnTriBG cannot increase their annual sales or production over 
30 £ above 1972 levels. Business granted promotional pnvxledges are 
oxcmnt from this provision 
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4.25 Ono   industrial  estate  (operated  by IMT^  Banr Chan Industrial 

Estate outside Eanrkok,   is  in operation  since a few years. 

One more  industrial estate,  privately owned,   in the vicinity of  x3anrkok 

has recently been established.   I12AT  is riving technical  heln to   it.  Plans 

are unden.-ny for several  other estates  to be  set un in the provinces 

(Udon and Uta-pao  in the Lortheast,   SarnonnTPW in  the llorth and  Phuket 

in the South).  The industrial  activities an  ray be  permitted  in the 

export-nrocessir.r r.one  shall  be  United to activity which  is wholly new 

investment  and v;hich v:ill not  affect   or dana.re other local  industries 

which have boon already    exporting their products.  The industrial 

operator in the  export-processin-; rone  is prohibited to brin^ the products 

out of the  7011O   for sale in the country. 

*) 4.26 The role of the Ministry of Industry        in actively promoting 

industrial   investment ha.;     by and  larf-;e been confined  to the 

samll industry  sector fseo  chapter Vili belo'.;];   tho  Bol,   non under the 

chairmanship of tho Minister of Industry,   bavin;: played tho  leading role 

in promoting larger industries  (in those selected   fields  or areas where 

promotional privi led re s wore   to bo  considered).  Kotable efforts   in pronotinr 

medium-scale  industries  in particular in the areas  outside  Ranrkok are, 

however,   made  by the Department of  Industrial Promotion both in  tho Tlorth 

by tho Industrial  Services Institute,   Chiang I'Jii [see para. 8.06 be!owl 

and by the Planning Division.   Since  some time, the Survey Section of that 

Division has made concentrated efforts to identify  industrial opportunities 

in the South while at  the same tine  usinr,  its findings to ruido   the 

Department's technical   and financial   assistance  in  that area. The 

Department of  Industrial   Promotion would  like to  set un n one-step 

service  to in/ostors   (v.'hether  in promoted  industries or not).**) 

So far,   it can only supply information.  It   is prenarinr a handbook for 

potential  investors,  presently in Thai for local use, eventually to bo 

translated into lln-'lich. 

*)      It may be noted that,   in connexion with the  recent apnointment of a 
new Undo ree ere tary of State for Industry [who before that  was Director- 
General of  tho Department of  Industrial  Promotion!,   an internal  ad hoc 
planning committee within 'loi vras created,   consistine i.a.   of the  Chiefs 
of  tho Planning Division of the' various Departments,  with  the tosk of re- 
viewing the prorrammes  of the various  Departments  in onJer  to ensure full 
co-ordination and  inter-departmental  support. 

**)    Such a one-stop scivi co  has been most  actively calici for by the Association 
of Th'.i   Industrie. .   [See also   footnote  *) under para. 4.30  below] 
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4.?7    An inportant  nromotional function is also played 

by tho Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand 

(IFCT) [see further in Chapter VI] which during the laßt years 

has been pursuing a development  strate^/ aiming,   inter alia,  at 

(i)     financing smaller,   riskier projects  in the  Bangkok 

aroa v/hich could not attract interest from commercial 

bankn ; 

(ii)     financing a few lar^e and complex projects which 

required substantial promotional inputs;  and 

(iii)    promoting projects,   particularly apro-industrial 

projects,  in lesser developed regions. 

4.28    Thus,   D'JT's  management has  rocontly taken throe 

major Rten3  in an effort    to alleviate tho 

concentration of its financing to the Bangkok aroa.  Firstly, 

it   lias decide! to  lend  it" dor.ostic currvjney   funda at a 

concessional interest rate for a/»ro-basod projects which 

ara generally located outside the Central Region. 
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Secondly, a separate  section in tho Planning Department 

han boon sot-up for developing projects with hiçh 

economic priority in industrially  less congested areas. Thirdly, 

IPCT has recently opened branch offices  in the South (Haat Yai *), 

the Northeast   (Khon Khaen) and the North (Lampang).    More 

generally it has continued stepping up its promotional efforts 

through: 

(i)    a continuation of its programme of industry studies: 

(ii)    encouragement of private  entrepreneurs to establish 

pioneer industries on a joint venture basis with 

foreign partners; 

(iii)    direct industrial pronotion (IFCT has been playing a 

lead role both as a provider of technical assistance 

and as a representative of domestic investors in 

establishing joint ventures in the palm oil,  sericulture, 

castor oil  and rock salt   industries); 

(iv)    regional  neninar3  in various parts of the country at 

which interested investors and traders are invited to 

discuss    specific investment opportunities to be taken 

up by IPCT; 

(v)    the establishment of a special project promotion unit at 

the head office. 

4.29    IPCT has also given particular attention to a strengthening 

of its  links with various business associations and chambers 

of commerce, with the commercial banking sector and with other Government 

agencies (in particular, Bol and NESDB) in order to play a more 

effective role in the planning and development of projects in their 

early stages. 

»)    The Haat Yai branch office was the first to be established in 
December 1975» During its first months of operation it identified 19 (l) 
promising new projects in the region. 
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4. 30   As penerai conclusion it may bo said that in order 

to ensure an effective industrial investment promotion 

in the context of the Government's industrial development strategy, 

several areas where a strengthening would be particularly useful, 

could be indicated, such as: 

(i)     information:    present data on several important features 

of the industrial  sector are inadequate and a much bettor 

information system needs to be developed (see Chapter III); 

(ii)     co-ordinrvtion:    organizational arrangements need to bo 

developed to ensure  full co-ordination for all  policy 

measures affecting industrial development;  a strengthened 

Board of Investment  v;ould play a key role; */ 

(iii)     promotion?.!  privi Ici -•';:;:   the present ad  hoc: review of 

individual incentivos by the Bol should bo replaced by 

a framework of broader policies along the  linea outlined 

in para. 4.14 above; 

(iv)    tariff roTom:  major reform of tariffs and indirect taxes 

is essential to establish a more uniform level of effective 

incentives; *'-) 

(v)    reduced reliance on. direct controls:   import,  export,  price 

and investment control should be administered within the 

framework of well  designed investment  incentives; 

(vi)     location strategy:   location in development  zones in various 

parts of the country should be emphasized.  Current policies 

tending to encourage    infrastructure and transport rate 

differentials in favour of the Bangkok area should be 

reviewed while at the same  time over-provision of 

incentives for relocation should be avoided. 

*) One of the early actions of the national Administrativo Reform Counoil  (NARC), 
in power since October 1976, has been the announcement of a restructured Board 
of Investment which now is to be headed by the Prime Minister (rather than the 
Minister of Industry) and include seven key Cabinet ministers. Furthermore,  the 
new administration has declared that  it  intends to revise the Investment Act so 
that the Board of Investment will become a one-stop service center for investors, 
thus reducing the  red tape in dealing with the multiplicity of government agenciez 
that in the past approved investments. 

**) Detailed recommendations are fiiven in the study by Dr. Narongchai Akrasance, 
'The Structure of Effective Protection in Thailand, A Study of Industrial and 
Trad'i Tourna  in thn  oarl.v 1970's;   T'-iroh 1975 
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V.    Promotion of industrial  exports 

5.OI    It has boon noted above  [in para.t2$J, that the 

accelerated expansion in the manufacturing sector 

during 1971-73 v/as export led; the  charo of manufactured products 

in total exports rose from 4.1 # in 1970 to I5.I % in I973 (in a 

situation where the total exports  over the same period  increased by 

120 /ai)« The main contributing factors to export success over this 

period,  have been a record of relative domestic prices  stability, 

low wages and the effective devaluation of the Baht (which is fixed 

to the US dollar).  Most of tho export growth took place  in labour- 

intensive industries  like textiles and apparel, and jewelry industries. 

It  is considered that, whi: ;    the manufactured exports were nominally 

aided by Government  incentives introduced in 1970 (although the tariff 

structure continued to somewhat of       constitute a negative bias*)],  the 

growth of this oxnort between 1970 - 73 was spurred largely by external 

factors,  such as strong demand, more  raoid price inflation in importing 

countries,  prodding by overseas buyers and foreign trading partners 

in joint ventures etc. Uith the worldwide downturn in 1974,   the rate 

of manufacturing export growth slowed down. It is, however,   generally 

felt that considerable scope remains for further developing sources 

of raw materials and intermediate  products for export-oriented processing 

and manufacturing industries. In recognition    of the need of a 

A study carried out by Dr. Narongchai Akrasanee of Thammasat 
University, Bangkok - 'The Structure of Effective Protection 
in Thailand: A Study of Industrial and Trade Policies in the 
Early 1970s1, dated March 1975i indicates that the potential 
effective protection resulting from the tariff structure and 
other forms of administrative intervention introduced a heavy 
bias in favour of import substitution and against export 
orientation. 

#• Indeed,  a striking feature of Thailand's industrial development 
so far is the  lack of industries whose production is geared 
almost completely to supplying export markets. By comparison 
with many other Asian countries,  the distinct advantage of    an 
adaptable,  easily trained and yet relatively low-cost  labour force 
remains under-utilized in Thailand. 
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more aggressive exporting stance on the part of Thai 

manufacturers coupled with support from the Government, 

Inter al ia, by way of improved information services, an 

Executive Committee for Exports was established in 1973» 

The Executive Committee  is under the Chairmanship of the 

Prime Minister,  with the Minister of Finance as Vico Chairman 

and the Ministers of Commerce, Agriculture and Co-oporatives, 

Industry,  Communications and Foreign Affairs as members. The 

Secretariat of the Committee han been created in the Office 

of the Prime Minister. 

5.02 The Executive Committee for Exports is charged 

with a wide range of responsibilities.  It is 

to establish    export targets,  formulate policies and measures 

related to exports as well as co-ordinate  the activities of 

various governmental and privato institutions. The Committee 

and its secretariat aro empowered to eliminate obstacles and 

problems encountered by exporters and to take necessary action 

aimed at the expansion of production,  increase in internal 

and foreign investments and reduction of trade deficits. 

5.03 Plans are under way to the effect that under the 

overall supervision of the Executive Committee for 

Exports,  the export promotional services at present existing in 

various governmental departments should be  strengthened^  an 

Export Service Center has been established under tho control 

of the Ministry of Commerce to    co-ordinate them. 
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5.04 The Executive Committee for Exports has also 

put forward a great number of specific measures 

that could facilitate industrial exports,  such as: 

(i)    bettor communication between the private  sector 

and the Government during trade negotiations; 

(ii) creation of bonded manufacturing plants and 

export processing zones [see para.  4.25 above]; 

(iii) improvements in port facilities and shipping services 

and i n physical infrastructure outside of Bangkok; 

(iv)    standardization of goods for export and inspection 

prior to shipment; 

(v)    strengthening of the role of commercial attaches 

in collecting market information,   organizing more 

trade exhibitions,  and making information about 

export possibilities more readily available to  local 

manufacturers;  and 

(vi)    improving credit facilities for exporters and investigating 

the possibility of establishing an Export-Import bank. 

5.05 Another example is the problem faced in the context 

of the  recent textile industry slow-do m, by the many 

smaller textile companies which are dependent on the domestic market 

having not had the resources or capability to establish export 

contacts. The Thai Textile Manufacturers Association (TTKA) considered 

a levy of 5 baht per spindle per month to subsidise these companies 

in their effort« to exports, but found that  it did not have the 

•onoy to do so.  (The feeling now in textile circles is that it 

seems  inevitable that the textile slow-down    should accelerate the 

trend towards vertical integration and bigger units). 
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5.06    The governmental department with responsibility for the 

development of industrial production for export  is the 

Department of Industrial Promotion (DIP)  *)   in the Ministry of 

Industry. This  is being done through the  Industrial Service  Inntitute 

(ISI) in Bangkok and,  for Northern Thailand,   in Chimp Mai  »*), through. 

the Textile  Industry Division    **) and throughtte Thai Handicraft 

Promotion Division (and Narayana Phand Handicraft Center,   the Government 

handicraft shop). Ao yet,     IP's main attention has been given to the 

handicraft products development as far ari export products development 

is concerned,  and a more active focussing on required services - 

promotional,   product development and adaptation etc.  - to the small- 

and medium sized industries with export  potential should be considered. 

Also,DIP»a Textile Industry Division night be given more  resources 

towards assisting the country's smaller textile plants in their export 

efforts  (see paragraph p.05 above). 

5.07    One area to which increased attention might be given 

within the industrial    services activities,  for instance 

in ISI Chinr.g Kai,  is to  identify and assistmrjvjfacturorc with potential 

export products. A UNIDO/Japanese Government sponsored technical co- 

operation project  (VC/HAS/7)/01l)  is currently under imp.emention    in 

four South East Anian countries,   including Thailand, with the aim at 

promoting the development cf export-oriented industries in these countries. 

It  is envisaged that under this project  inter alia advisory services 

through international exports or consultants will be provided, through 

the Development of Industrial Promotion,  at the plant  xevel on product 

and production development. 

5.08    The Thai Industrial Standards Institute  (TISI),  within 

the Department of Science,  Ministry of Industry,  was 

established in 1970 (with UNDP/UNIDO assistance). Of vital  importance 

for the country's export potential of manufactures is TISI's firm 

policy of aligning new Thai standards to international standard specifications 

*)    An organizational chart of the Department of Industrial Promotion is 
given in Annex VI 

**) Presently ITODP/UNIDO assisted 
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wherevor possible.    In addition to the development and issuance 

of industrial product standards TISI has since 1972 issued 

licences to companies to use the TISI    quality mark on their 

products. The fields in which those licences cover include in the 

case of compulsory liconccs»  tapioca, ballasts for fluorescent 

lighting and canned pineapple.   In addition ovir 50 voluntary licences 

have been issued to manufacturers of a wide variety of products such 

as various building materials,  food products, electrical goods, 

ceramic ware, Thai silk, etc.}     the scheme being increasingly 

recognized as vital in the campaign for quality levels in tho 

country's exports. 
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VI    Industrial  financing ») 

6.01 In terms of its structure, the diversity of 

institutions,  financial services offered and 

the variety of financial instruments available for mobilizing 

savings,  tha financial system in Thailand is still in the early 

stages of its development, and as short an  fifteen years 

ago almost all corporate financing needs were obtained from 

personal and family sources. At the same time there were 

no  investment banks or development banks, no stock exchange etc. 

in existence. While other institutions,  such as  insurance 

companies,  provident and pensions funds and commercial and 

savings banks,  did exist they did not play a role in the capital 

market.  **)    In 1962, under private initiative,   the Bangkok 

Stock Exchange was  formed to facilitate the  trading of a handfull 

of company chares  which wore  then publicly available.  It was 

succeeded in 1975»   by the official Securities Exchange of Thailand. 

6.02 Also in  19Ó2,  the Industrial Finance  Corporation of 

Thailand  (ib'GT) was  formed as a private development 

bank with nupport   from the government.  ***)     IPCT's primary 

objective is to asBist local industry in raising the noco3sary 

capital required for its development, and its main    activities 

have been in providing long-term loan financing to local industry. 

Lately,  it has expandod into direct participation in equity 

investments. 

*)    A thorough review of the sources of financing for industry 1B 
given in Chapter III.3.1 of Dr. Narongchai Akrasanee's study 
•A Survey of  Industrial Infrastructure in Thailand', January 1975. 

**) Even today the role of private pension and provident funds needs 
to bo widened, as does that of life insurance companies, in the 
mobilization of savings. 

***)  53 1" of I?CT»s shares are with local banks or Thai individuals and 
47 % with foreign banks. Major credits have been provided, besides 
by the Bank of Thailand,by the World Bank Group, the Asian 
Development  Bank, KFW of Germany,  the Exim Bank of Japan,  the 
Japanese and the Danish governments. 
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6.03 IPCT is the only specialized  lone-term investment 

financing institution in Thailand, with roughly 

80 "$> of its commitments channelled to the manufacturing sector, 

and,since 1970,   increasingly to medium-largo plants oriented 

toward export  production.  It offers project loans of one million 

baht upwards at modost ratea.  Its annual   lending volume represented 

on the average  about 2 °/o of total annual  private sector investment 

in manufacturing in the  late 1960s and early 1970s. Although this 

share doubled in 1974 and 197!),  to an average of 4.1 $,   it still 

remains relatively low *). However,  because IFCT's financing 

covered a relatively small proportion of  total project  cost,   its 

influence wan exerted over a much larger portion of total private 

investment  in manufacturing - estimated  to be around 25 $ in 

1974/75«  Indeed,   IFCT's  lending operations last yoar3 have been 

rising while  overall  investment  levels have been falling. To a 

large extent,  this reflectß IFCT's willingness to take calculated 

risks in the  interests of medium and long-term development at a 

time whsn other financial institutions arc retrenching ani 

approaching investments with a cautious wait - and - see attitude 

in a climate of general uncertainty over the future. 

6.04 The criteria used by IPCT in evaluating loan 

applications arei 

(i)    the thorough economic, financial and technical feasibility 

of the project; 

(ii)    the positive contribution of the project to the national 

economy and development of the country; 

(iii)    the non-availability of funds  from other sources on 

resonable terms. 

*) ' It is expected to raise to about 6 % by 1976/77 
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6.05 IFCT's management has recently taken three major 

. steps in an effort to alleviate the concentration. 

of ito financing to the   Bangkok area. Firstly,   it  has decided 

to lend it3 domestic currency funds at a concessional interest 

rate for a.yro-based projects which are generally  located outside 

the Central   Recion. Secondly,  a separate section in the Planning 

Departments   ha3 boon set—up i or developing projects with high 

•conomic priority in industrially less congested areas. Thirdly, 

IPCT has recently opened branch offices in the South, the Northeast 

and the North (seo para.4*?6    above). 

6.06 As for the  institutional characteristics of IFCT, 

reference is  made to the detailed information 

contained in the VIorld  Bank report,  dated  10 AuiTuat 1976, 

•Appraisal of the Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand' The 

report concluded i.a.   that the quality of IFCT's project appraisal 

work was satisfactory c-**4 ^-as shown conaistant improvement over 

the past two ycara. [This was,  in part, tracoable  to tho  influence 

of rigorous  standards   3et by IFCT's previous WJDP/UHIDC—sponsored 

advisors;   the credit  in   responding to and maintaining such standards, 

however,  belonging entirely to IFCT's staff.] IFCT has also an 

excellent  project follow—up system.  Before appraisal, loan 

applications are cursorily screened to establish prima facie 

viability and eligibility for IFCT financing. This aspect of 

IFCT's work needssystematic strengthening. 

6.07 In 1964, the  Small Industries Finance Office  (SIFO) 

was established in the Department of Industrial Promotion, 

Ministry of Industry. Its principal objective is to provide financial 

assistance  to small industrial enterprises,   including cottage and 

*)   The organization chart of PCT is shown in Annex V 
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handicraft industries. SIPO plays the role of a broker - it 

evaluates the projects but does not grant   loans directly,   it  only 

recommends that  loans be made   by the Krung Thai Bank *)  (which 

provides 75 JJ of   the  loan amount while, ÜIPO provider 25 # from 

its budgetary allocation). The Krung Thai Bank manu/ces the   loan 

from thon on.   Individual    loans are limited  to a maximum of 

1 million baht.   **)    As a financial conduit SIFO has not  proven 

to be particularly effective  in addressing the needs of the  small 

industry sector.   In the 10-ycar period 1964-74  it had approved 

only 809 loans for a total amount of 207 million baht (approx. 

USS10 million).  Aü Dr. Narongchai in his industrial policies 

study ***) notes:   "considering the    number of small-scale firms 

in existence,   it  can not bo said that ¡JL'O  has contributed much 

to the creation of snail-scale entrepreneurs."    There is a definite 

physical constraint on SIi-'O's  project processing capacity due to 

limited staff resources as v.-ell as to procedures.    Most of  the 

loans  (about  35 ?>)  aro for fixed asset financing in the manufacturing 

sector, mostly in  industries   in the groups  of intermediate  products 

at a higher level   of fabrication,  construction materials and processed 

food. Loan losses  have been remarkably low,   about 1 "¡t of the  out- 

standing value,   largely because the loans are  heavily overcollateralized 

(the security being reviewed and set by the Kung Thai Bank. ) Virtually 

no Bupcrvision i«  carried out  by SIPO and no assistance extended to 

borrowers in difficulty. 

6.08    Still   it might be  said that although the activities of 

SIPO are small and  limited,  it provides incentives for 

•mall-scale firms which must be considered helpful for tho  firms which 

reoeive them. A strengthened linkage between the financing assistance 

provided by the Department of Industrial Promotion, through SIFO, and its 

technical services could, however, be expected to much enhance the aid to 

•mall-scale industries [see chapter VIII below!. 

»)    The Krung Thai Bank is the country's ?nd largest commercial bank 
and is almost wholly government owned. 

*») IPCT on the other hand will not normally make a loan of less than 
1 million baht. 

***) Dr. Narongchai Akrasanee,   'The Structure of Effective Protection in 
Thailand:  A otudy of Industrial and Trade Policies in the Early 1970s', 
March 1975 
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6.09 Since the latter part of the 1960s, Thailand's 

finance and securities companies have expanded 

significantly and become a major source    of short-term loan3. 

The rapid development of the finance business in the country 

can be attributed mainly to increase in demand by local 

industry for short-term credit  coupled with the availability 

of short-term funds which the public wants to invest at a 

much higher interest rate than those offered by commercial 

banks. [Latest available figures indicate that finance 

companies borrow from the public at the rate of 10 1/2 - 12 /2 % 

per year compared with a 6-8 % rate paid by commercial banks. 

The prime lending rate is about I3 1/2 - 14 $; by law the maximum 

rate companies can charge is  15 fo per annum. J 

6.10 One of the general conclusions arrived at by 

Dr. Karongchai  in the study referred to above *) 

was that  it seems quite clear that the sources of industrial 

financing are too limited.  He recommended that high priority 

areas to bo developed and further strengthened were the credit 

institutions such as IFCT and SIPO, and the securities market. 

Along the same lines, the World Bank in its recent appraisal 

report **) of IFCT in supporting consideration for a propsed 

further loan, commended  'IFCT's performance over the last two 

years in efficiently allocating resources and playing a significantly 

stepped-up developmental role in encouraging    sound industrial 

investment' and felt that the proposed    further loan support ***) 

would  'allow IFCT to continue pursuing the successful course 

presently chartered' as well as 'continue the process of internal 

inst itut ion-building. 

*)   Dr. Harongchai Akrasanee,  «A Survey of Industrial Infrastructure in 
Thailand ',  January I9 /5 

**)  'Appraisal'of the Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand', 
10 Aumist 1976 

***) The  ¿;r,r'ld  Lank nr>r>rovod  a U:;::  ?*) million loan to IFCT  in Doptenher 
1976.  ivirlier L'orlà  '"ink Gronn  loanö  hav.- been t 2.5 million  in 
1.9M  '"«ì       \:> million  in  li'/'. 
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VII. Technology transfer, alaptition and development, 
applied indar; trini mrear^h 

7.01 In Thailand, as well aß in other developing countries, 

the process of inflow of foreign 

technology requires annually vast amounts of foreign currency, 

thus representing a heavy burden to the national economy. It 

has also been observed that in a number of cases repeated purchase 

of the same technology has occurred and terms and conditions of 

technology agreements have not been most beneficial, neither to 

the recipient local companies nor to the national economy on th«» 

whole. Little systematic efforts seen to have been made to assess 

the possibility of creating a governmental regulatory system for 

an effective technological policy,with required institutional 

structure, aiming at e.g. 

- better utilisation of local sources in terms of technical 

expertise, manpower, raw materials, etc. 

- better utilization of local existing and available 

technologies; 

- the channelling of the technology into preferred industrial 

sectors; 

- commercial and technical terms of agreements to be 

fully in line with national policy objectives. 

7.02 Little attention has so far been given to the question 

of most suitable technology in the assessment of projects 

applying for promotional priviledges; the work on this aspect seems 
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to have been confinoci mainly to ad hoc evaluations ox nont of the 

effects of various projects   in this respect.   ' Given the  limited 

resources allocated to the  Board oí" Investment this is fully under- 

standable.  Within the  framework of the  industrial sector studios 

envisaged  in nara. /[,1'si above,  technolof^  policy  indications  miftht 

bo  formulated  to provide necessary guidance  for the industrial  project 

promotional   .:ork of F>oI  (and  IFCT,   etc.) Also,   in the case oí"  promoted 

industries,   the Bol miyht be  expected to rive closer attention to the 

terms of technology transfer a"reenents  in their appraisal  of now 

projects. The field is also vide open  for a strengthening in 

general of the  regulatory role that the Government plays  in this    area 

with regard  to the safe-fçuardirr; of its economic and technological 

position. 

7.CM    It   is understood  that  in pronarin~ the  Fourth  Flan W'^D'J has 

p-iven sore  consideration of the  question of national 

capaoity in technological tonns to create  or adapt nev; technology. 

The co-ordination,  in  general  ter, .s,   of the  count r-''s scientific ani 

technological   roso¿irch  is  since  lr,,',  vested  in  the l.ational   Research 

Council  (lTÎC).   The Office  of  the l.'R'J is organisationally an agency 
*** ) 

v.'ithin the Office of the Fri;:.e Minister. Its main functions are to 

recommend policies and programmes for the promotion of research 

*)     Dr.  Udori îCcrdpibulo, Depart my it  of Economics,   Kasetsart University, 
Bangkok,   has recently carried out a survey to  look  into the effects 
of the promoted projects on technolorv transfer and  employment. He 
posted  over  100 questionnaires  to vari ou.; tyncs of  industries under 
promotion.  The results  obtained wore as follows: 

(i)    Most  of the technology used  is  nroceso-ombodied tochnolo/^y; 
(ii)    Re^ardin," suitability of the  technology used  it was shown 

that the technolo,^/ brought in had to bo adapted and that 
most of the investors preferred capital intensive  methods*, 

(iii)    When there vzas  a   lack of skilled manpower,   some  inventora 
resorted  to utili^in^ fully automatic machines or employing 
foreign workers;   the majority  chose to train existing local 
workers. 

(iv)    The training provided was mostly "on-the-job" training. 

**)      At present, the Bol has no expertise to assess the   technolory 
proposed by anplicants/investors and a spokesman of Bol  indicated 
(in Juno  197Ó) that tho cost  of such reviews of technology mi^ht 
outweigh benefits. 

***)    It is understood that  consideration is f^iven to niacin/» the 1!RC under 
the ne~in  of tho 7T3SDH  who would  f emulate  and develop a technology 
poi O'i    , LU tn : rr-n  v;or-. 
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to consider ways and means of obtaining funds for research, 

to co-ordinate research in various branches of sciences, to 

promote and encourage government and private  research, to 

maintain a register of research work undertaken, and of 

researchers in various branches of sciences.   It has a total 

number of personnel of I90. 

7.0/1    r;'}'0 institution in Thailand which has as 

its nain function to aJr.pt  and develop 

technology,  to bui"1.1  u . .vi autore: ou:;  ticVr.o"! o-ical capacity 
is the Applied ücic-vLiiic nesearch Corporation of Thailand 

(ASRCT), which wa3 established in 1964.    The Applied Scientific 

Research Corporation of Thailand Act 1963 cave the  legal framework 

for the creation of a serai-autonomous applied research institution 

operatine outside the Thai civil &orvico. Although it is nearly 

v;holly dependent on Governmental financial  support,   it has an 

almost unique capability within    tho country of beine in a 

position to co-ordinate research programmes  involving Governmental 

departments,  other governmental organizations,  foreign and inter- 

national agencies as well as to carry out research project on contract 

basis for private industry. 

7.05   ASRCT's main objectives are defined in the Act as« 

»to initiate, carry out,  promote and support applied 
scientific  research and investigation in connexion with, 
or for tho promotion of, any matter affecting national 
development,  the natural resources,   industries and 
administrative services in the Kingdom,   including health 
and welfare of the Thai people, and to promote the 
application of the results of applied scientific research 
for the benefit of the nation.' 
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7.06   Tho  following policy guidelines of January 1976 

for ASRCT's work have been approved by the Board 

of ASRCT: 

1. ASRCT will conduct applied research and effectively 
transfer the technology for the promotion of national 
economic and social development,    both in the government 
and the private sectors as well as in the international 
programmes. 

2. ASRCT will emphasise research for apiculture and 
industry, to pror.ote maximum employment and manpower 
particularly in rural areas, to promote maximum 
utilization of natural resources, and to promote 
higher standard of  livin"- throurh feneration of better 
incoino,  environment, and  infrastructures. 

3. ASRCT will accelerate transfer of technology resultine 
from research to reduce  import and to  increase export 
earning. 

4. ASRCT will provide  research services through contract 
research whersvor    practicable.  However,  the benefits 
of tho  research to the public at largo will  bo the 
criteria for concluding the contract agreement. 

5. ASRCT will promote  higher standards of agricultural 
and industrial products by co-ordinating to utilize 
the testing capacities available and to maintain the 
standards of testing of the country. 

7.07   The  emphasis of ASRCT's activities is on applied 

scientifc research; they are directed to research 

programmes which have been assembled in the light of the 

requirements of Thailand's economic development plan.  Research 

programmes are originating in may ways,  from governmental and 
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industrial requests (contract research), through surveys *) 

and contact with industry (in-house research)    and approaches 

from foreign and international agencies  (grants research). 

The current  research programmes may be divided into five main 

categories: 

1) Research to promote agro-industry; 

2) Research to solve problems of existing    industries 
(trouble shooting),  including pollution problems; 

3) Research to adapt known technology to  local conditions; 

4) Research associated with tcchno-economic  (industrial ) 
feasibility studies 

5) Research on utilization and upgrading of local raw 
materials,   including agricultural wastes and crop 
residues. 

7.O8    Concomitant with carrying out applied research,  ASRCT 

is also responsible for training scientific research 

workers, providing central technical  information services, 

testing services and providing a central service for making scientirn 

measurement s. 

7.09    Although ASRCT was set up as an autonomous body in the 

sense that it was not answerable to any one Minister 

or Ministry,  provisions were written into the Act which gave the 

Minister (in charge of the Act) "power and authority of general 

supervision over the general activities of the Corporation." 

The Act also stipulated that  'the Council of Ministers,  on the 

recommendation of the National Research Council (iJRC) shall 

appoint the Board." At present the Board consists of 

*) ' As a result of the industrial surveys a highly useful book "The 
Industrial Sector in Thailand" was published in 1971. 
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a Governor who acts as the executive head of ASRCT as well 

as the Chairman of the Board, and four members, namely the 

Secretary-General of the NRC, the Secretary-General of the 

NESDB, the Socrctary-General of the Board of Investment and, 

finally, a business executive. 

7.10 The ASRCT has a total Btaff of 3Ö5 persons. 

It consists of eight departments, namely *)t 

1) Technological Research Department (formerly Technological 
Research Institute) 

2) Agricultural Research Department 

3) Engineering Denartnont 

4) Economic Department 

5) Building Research Department 

6) Testing and Standard Department 

7) Environmental and Ecological Research Department 

8) Thai rational Documentation Conter. 

7.11 Given the huge range of problems which ASRCT could 

work on   the one hand and the very serious shortage 

of experienced scientific manpower on the other, the Board and 

management of ASRCT employ two mechanisms to maximize tho utility 

of its resources. Firstly, despite tho apparent rigidity of the 

organization chart, research is in fact carried out by multi- 

disciplinary teams drawn from the various groups, as appropriate, 

of the eight departments together with such outside assistance 

(from e.g. universities) as is necessary. Secondly, each research 

programme is continually monitored from the commercial and economic 

viewpoint so as to direct as early as possible weaknesses in tho 

*) An organization chart is given in Annex VII, 
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viability of the programme. 

7.12 It should be noted that the measures referred to 

in previous paragraph were initiated only very 

recently in connexion with a major reorganization of the 

ASKCT. A candid picture of ASRCT's research prolamine 

planning during its first 8 years is given in the report of the 

UNDp/UNIDO Research Management Adviser, Dr. P. Neville Woodward 

in his rep' ?t of 24 November 1972 "Policy and Programme for 

Improving Effectiveness of the Applied Scientific Research 

Corporation of Thailand." 

7.13 In noting that [in the field of industry] with 

a few notable exceptions ASHCT'o investigations 

had "failed to help existing or catalyse the development of 

new industries", Dr. Woodward in hi3 report pointed at reasons 

such asi 

- ASHCT management had been research rather than industry 

oriented. There had been no corporate policy or plan, no 

extension service or effective links with industry; its 

overall research programme was built up on an ad hoc basis. 

No evaluation of the component parts of the programme was 

undertaken in a systematic way; 

- ASHCT had made little effort to find what industry required 

or to identify a potential industrial partner before 

initiating a research investigation. Rather, it worked on 

projects which the staff selected as being potentially 
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valuable and tried to "sell" tho end result often with 

meagre success; 

In the early days ASRCT,  although conscious of its 

independence and autonomy, was run as an autocracy with 

all decisions taken by the chief executive. The Corporation 

was being managed  like a government department with all the 

restraints and inhibitions attached thereto. 

7.14    One of tho recommendations of the Woodward report was the 

strengthening of ASRCT»s work in providing advisory, 

consulting and trouble shooting services to the industry,  by the 

establishment of an Industrial Advisory Service whose functions 

would boi 

(a) To direct any request for assistance to the correct 

person or department  in the  Corporation and ensure that the 

service  provided  is paid for at economic rates; 

(b) Operate a Technical   Information Service until  such time as 

the Documentation Centre is able  to do this;  and 

(c) Appoint  two industrial liaison officers who should bo 

technically qualified (chemistry or engineering), have 

industrial experience, and be versatile. 

Their duties would be as follows:- 

(i)      They should pay regular planned visits to companie» 

concerned with manufacturing and processing to 

acquaint thorn with the facilities available at ASRCT 

and how these may be used most effectively. 

(ii)    They should advise industry about the work going on not 

only in the Corporation but also in the universities 
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and elsewhere in Thailand and abroad. 

(iii) When on routine visits to a company,   or when 

requested to call by a company the industrial 

liaison officer should ascertain and discuss the 

company's technical problems. Kany of these the 

officer will be able to suggest an answer for 

immediately,  whilst othors might have to be taken 

back to the Corporation for the Technical Information 

Service to find an answer in its record or by discussion 

with the appropriate Corporation expert.    Provided no 

investigational work is required, the  service up to 

this stago should be froc.   If on the other hand 

investigational work in required,  thon an estimate of 

cost of this would have to be prepared by the appropriato 

technical staff member v;ho would ultimately be responsible 

for undertaking the work. 

7.15 The sources of ASRCT's  income,  as Bet forth in the ASRCT 

Act, are primarily to be fromi 

(i)    Grant mrie available by the Government,  or from 

various other sources; 

(ii)    Peos charged by the Corporation for investigations or 

for scientific tests or measurements or for other 

services. 

7.16 The major source of ASKCT's annual income is from the 

Government in the form of   a black allocation of funds. 

Of ASRCT'e 31 million bahts income in 1975,  27 million came from the 

Government's allocation,  3 million Trom foreign and international 

agencies in the form of grants and 1 million came from earnings. 

X 
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The planned growth of ASRCT's income 1977-81 is as follows 

(in million baht): 

G ovo r nmont ' s bud go t a ry  Other sources  Total 

1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
198I 

allocation 

32.10 1.61 32.10 
30.04 3.34 33.38 
29.5I 5.21 34.32 
28.89 7.22 36.11 
28.16 9.37 37.55 

7.17 It should ~.iso be notod in this connexion that 

attempts are currently being made to obtain 

Government's approval to allow tax exemption for the money 

spent by the industry for research and developmental services 

provided by ASH CT or other governmental research agencies. This 

incentive, it is hoped, would newer as an effective inducement 

for the industry to seek technological changes through research 

and development. 

7.18 A3RCT is, however, by no means the only institution 

dealing with industrial research in Thailand. Other 

institutions includes 

(i) The Department of Science, Minintry of Industry with 

following five Divisions! Chemistry Division, Biological 

Science Division, Physics &  Engineering Division, Analytical 

Chemistry Training Divit^on and Research Division. Its 
*) 

total numbor of personnel is 521 persons ' (thereof 218 

with scientific and technological qualifications). Although 

its main functions are to act as a central scientific 

laboratory in analysing and testing materials for government 

This includes tho personnel in the Thai Industrial Standards 
Institute (TISI) which is an entity under tho Department 
of Science. 
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agencies and private enterprises,  it al3o engages  (with 

rather limited inputs) in scientific research in order 

to utilize natural resources and industrial by-products 

for economic, use. Under the Department of Science  is, 

furthermore, the Ceramics Industry Research and Development 

Centre. 

(ii) The Department of Mineral Resources, Ministry of Industry, 

is concerned inter alia with technical research on mineral 

dressings,  metallurgy and mining technology. 

(iii) The Department of Industrial Promotion, Ministry of Industry, 

in its Cottage Industries Division,   is investigating ways 

and means  to utilise moro domestic raw materials and to 

bring new types of materials  into production,  and in its 

Textile  Industry Division,   is  conducting research and 

experiments with nev; designs and materials and acting 

as central  textile laboratory; 

(iv)    The Deportment of Industrial l.'orks is performing work 

in the context of the Factory Act and Machinery Registration 

Act of direct relevance to, inter alia, environmental  research; 

(v)    The Sugar Institute, Ministry of Industry,   is to, inter alia, 

perform research and technological improvement of sugar 

production from sugar-cane; 

(vi)    The Forest Products Research Divison of the Royal Forest 

Department, Ministry of Agriculture and Co-ope rat i ve a,  has 

the objectives to perform the  technical investigation 

concerning the properties, utilization, collection, 

prevention, and improvement of wood and forest products, 

including the collecting of relevant data and specimens 

so as to find out the correct and efficient ways in 

utilization of wood and then introduce them for the popular 

usages in industries. 

*)      UNDP/UNIDO assisted under large-scale project 
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(vii)   The Forest Industry Organization,  a ßovernmont 

enterprise under the Ministry of Apiculture 

and Co-operatives,   is also,   inter alia,  conducting 

research,  invent i fat i on and experiments on forest 

industrial products.   It  publishes  its work in 'Thai 

Teak1,   (English version) and  U.'ood Preservation 

Plant'   (Thai version). 

(viii)    The Institute of Environmental Research,  established 

in 1974,  at the Chulalon^korn University has the 

objective to serve as a center for study ami rosearch 

related   to the environnent ar.cl to connect this work 

with the other academic disciplines  in the Università, 

thereby furthering multi-diyciplinary research concorrici 

with onvirotinental problems. 

(ir)      The Institute of Pood Research and Product Development 

(IFHPD),  Kasetr.art University,   is  since  ll6l, conducting 

research on food science ar.d technolo.«1?/ viith special 

interest  in the economica]   advantage in food industry 

»nd agriculture,  aimim* at  improving the quality of 

raw materials used for food industry.  IFKPD has a 

personnel of I87 persons  (whereof  rñ v/ith scientific 

or    technological qualifications-,). 

(x)       The Preserved Food Organization, Ministry of Defense, 

is a Rovernmont enterprise which inter al ia conducts 

research on and development of industrial   food production. 

A 
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(xi)    The Government Pharmaceutical Organization, 

Ministry of Public Health is a governmental 

ontorprise with functions,  inter alia,  to 

encourait the  local production of medicine, to 

carry out analyses of raw materials and finished 

products. 

(xii) The Korat Sericultural Research and Training 

Centro, to which the Japanese Government has 

promoted assistance during several yearn. 
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VIH.    Services  io small-scale  industry 

8.01 As noted  in paragraph 1.02 above, there are  in 

Thailand relatively few small-medium industrial 

units (employing botv;ean 10 and 100 workers). The Government han 

generally recor;ni?.ed that  small-medium industrial units provide 

a promising vehicle   for expanding and dispersing investment 

and employment  opportunities at a reasonable capital cost 

without necessarily sacrificing the objectives of productivity, 

efficiency and competitiveness. However,  very little accurate 

information is    available on the key factors related to these 

industrial units, i.e.  their uso of capital and  labour,   their 

capacity utilization levels,  age of thoir plant and equipment 

or their financing and technical assistane3 needs.*) 

8.02 This situation and the Government's commitment 

to  snail-medium industry development  over the 

Fourth Flan period  1977-81  have  led the IPGT to take the 

initiative in launching a study which viould explore tho dimensions 

of the small-medium  industry assistance problem and    evaluate 

alternative approaches to tackling it.    Tho study will   in particular 

explore the pros and cons of various institutional alternatives for 

delivering financial    and technical assistance services to small- 

medium industries in the most cost-effective manner.   It will  involve 

the participation of various government agencies  (Ministry of Finance, 

Bank of Thailand,  Mol, UH3DB and the national  Institute of Development 

Administration - NIDA) and  academic institutions   (Faculty of Economics 

at Thammaoat University) and ic intended to rosult  in the development 

òf a project nackarce  which would be suitable for financing   by the World 

Bank. Ti,3 study itnolf is to be funded by   the counterpart funds 

generated from previous loans from the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW), 

*)   As far as Northern Thailand is concerned a significant amount 
of information has been put together in connexion with the 
work of the UNDP/UlilDO in Chiang Kai. 
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8.03 In addition to the Small  Industries Finance Office 

(SIPO)  {nee  para   6.0? above) the main institutional 

support  for small-medium industry development is being provided 

by the Department of Industrial Promotion,   Ministry of Industry 

through its Industrial Services Institute  in Bangkok and  in 

Chiang Mai  in Northern Thailand. The Bangkok Institute was 

established in I966 (under the name of the  Small  Industries 

Service Institute - SISl) with UNDP/lLO assistance, while the 

Chiang t'ai Institute became fully operativo  in 1973.  It   is beine 

assisted  by UNDP/UiilDO/lLO.  The main functions of the tv/o  Institutes 

are to render technical extension and advisory services  in the 

professional fields needed for successful  operation and management 

of medium and small-scale industries.  Specifically this   is being 

done through the provision of economic studios and market     research 

services,   product and process design,   and  testing services, 

technical  and management training and manufacturing services and 

extension ari advisory services at the enterprises. 

8.04 The main impact on the small  industry development 

in the Bangkok area of the work of ISI    Bangkok 

seems to have been through the provision of various training programmes 

for technical  personnel in small-medium industries.    Due  to large 

turnover of the local  personnel at ISI which was trained while expert 

assistance was provided  (essentially  I966-71) and the relative 

inexperience of the ISI staff  (largely consequencial to the turnover 

situation) the Bangkok industrialists have only to a very limited 

•xtent used the ISI    advisory service in the different fields. Also 

it  is generally considered that in the Bangkok environment such 

services or know-how might be obtained elsewhere by the  entrepreneurs. 

8.05    The  response from industry seems to have been considerable 

better in the case of ISI,  Chiang Mai. There again the 

local staff is,  however, very inexperienced as yet and the inter- 

national  expert assistance is envisaged to continue for another 
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two years.  Emphasis in the work of ISI  Chiang Mai is, according 

to the Institute's development objectives,  bein» placed on 

medium and snall-scalo enterprises with the following characteristics! 

- agro-bas od, 

- export-oriented, 

- labour-intensive, and 

- industries which otherwise are based on the 
region's resources,  aro potentially competitive, 
and have good prospects for long-term growth. 

8.06 Besides providing assistance to existing industries, 

the  ISI Chiang Mai is (in contrast to ISI  Bangkok) 

giving major attention to the pronotion of now industrial  enterprises 

and is in those er.doavour3 co-opo rat irre closely with i;,'ì5D3,   Bol, 

IFCT, the Industrial estates Authority of Thailand (IMAT)  and othor 

agencies. 

8.07 ISI  Chiang l'ai is working closely with SIPO which 

has a representative in ISI's office in Chiang liai 

and a r.iuterally supportinr; work on providing financial and technical 

assistance to email industries is gradually boing built up. Also, 

close links with the nsvr IFCT Northern Thailand branch office in 

Lampang are being; developed. 

8.03    In connexion with the discussions on a Phase II technical 

assistance project for the years  1977 and 1973  (after the 

first year's of building up period) the immediate tanks of ISI Chiang 

Mai were narrowed down in scope and area of coverage. For example: 

(i)    To fulfil the objective of assisting   existing industry 

the ISI Chiang Mai will be expected to gradually achieve 

the capability of effective assistance, at a satisfactory 

level,  in the professional  fields needed for the successful 

operation and management of medium and small-scale industries, 

However, Buch capability will normally not include 

specialized technical branch know how on products and 

processes, other than those for which ISI Chiang Mai 
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has specialized eections  (e.g.  ceramics,  foundry); 

(ii) The "service area" [as far as the UNDP tochnical 

assistance  is concerned]  shall be comprised of the 

districts  (Changwats) Chiang Mai,  Lamphun and Lampang 

only.Former clients in other parts of the Northern 

Region shall continue to be serviced in individual 

casos when a promising service protrarrne ha3 been 

earlier initiated,  and obligations to the client 

established.  Rerruests from industry in the Northern 

Region outside of the 'service area1 may be attended 

to v/ith lower priority than that of clients in the 

'service area*. 

8.09    One area of groat concern has been lack of autonomy, 

even in day to day administration of ISI ChiargMai. 

Originally,  overall  control and direction of ISI Chiang Mai was 

the responsibility of the Director of 131 Bangkok - a Division of 

the Department of Industrial Promotion.  Later (in connexion with a 

mid-term review of the Phase I assistance project), this situation 

was modified to tho    effect that responsibility for the ISI Chiang 

Mai rested with the  resident Chief of ISI Chiang Mai who reported 

directly to the Director of ISI Bangkok who then had the overall 

responsibility (under tho Director-General of the Department).  It 

was noted,        however, that it appeared that little or no delegation 

of responsibility and control did in fact take place.    Later in 1976, 

however, a major change took effect in that ISI Chiang Mai was 

elevated to Division level  (at    par with ISI Bangkok) and the Director 

of ISI Chiang Mai became directly responsible to the Director General 

of the Department of Industrial Promotion,    (it might be mentioned 

that in the highly    centralized administrative system of Thailand 

such a decentralizing step was considered almost unique.) 
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8.10 Initial plans are underhand for the provision of 

small-scale industry support alBo in the Southern 

and Northeastern Regions.  Howevor, it seems clear that any 

move in that direction will be on a much smaller scale (than when 

ISI  Chiang Hai was established) aiming at a gradual consolidation 

and expansion. 

8.11 One specific problem severely affecting the 

possibilities for production of goods, although 

primarily for training and demonstration purposes, at the various 

facilities of the Ministry of Industry, such as those of the ISI 

Bangkok and the ISI Chiang ¡.ài workshops, the Textile Industry 

Division and the Coranic  Industry Rosearen and Development Centre, 

it.  Government regulations to the effect that the proceeds of any 

sales must return to general revenues rather than being used to 

purchase  raw materials for continuing operation of the production 

unit concerned. 
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IX.   Industrial management development and training 

9.01 The Government, in recognising the importance of improving 

the productivity of the fast-growing industrial sector, 

established in 1962, the Thailand fenagement Development and Productivity 

Centre (TKDPC), with ILO-assistance.     TMDPC constitutes now the 

Industrial Productivity Division of the Department of Industrial Promotion, 

Mol. 

9.02 Tho essential objective of TMDPC is to raise the standard 

of management and productivity in the country by training 

all levels of management in the use of effectiv. management methods and 

techniques primarily through the holding of seminars and training 

courses; by carrying out short consultative assignments oi specific 

problems; by compiline and disseminating information concerning 

management development, production and quality control; and by serving 

as a forum where industrial organisation and mana^ment problems can be 

discussed. 
V 

9.03 As indicated, TMIPG has recently changed its situation 

from semi-autonony [under the aegis of the Donartmsnt 

of Industrial Works and, later, the Department of Industrial Promotion] 

to become a division of tho Department of Industrial Promotion. Earlier 

TMDPC aimed at being largely se If-supporting but was unable to achieve 

this;  only about 5 %  of its necessary budget was covered by incomes 

from fees of training courses and consultancy services. Now the Centre 

is trying to get authority to keep any income from its services, on 

agreement that its basic government appropriation would be cut to match. 

Preliminary agreement has been reached on this matter with the Ministry of 

Finance and the Budget Bureau. The structural change also meant a chanfla 

in the status of the Centre's personnel to that of civil servants, at a 

lower level of salaries (but with other benefits, such as pension, 

security in employment etc.). Prom the start, one of the main problems 

for TMDPC has been the large staff turnover; the salaries being 

considerable lower than in private industry. 
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9.04 The work of TKM'C - aftor the initial about 8 years 

when ILO export assistance was provided - has tended 

to be more and more confined to the conducting of training courcea 

in various disciplines and less on individual consultancy in industry. 

About l.W persons are being trained in the various courses and seminars 

each year. 

9.05 Taking the consequencies of the difficulties in retaining 

a well-qualified technical staff [in competition with 

industry] the TIIDPC is now building up a new cadrò of officers (civil 

servants) coming directly from the universities with oractically 

no experience from industry. Their rain functions are to organise 

the various training courses while the teacher:*, are hired on ad 

hoc basis from industry. 

9.06 The T'.IDPC is the Thai member of the Asian Productivity 

Organization (API)) in Tokyo, and from time to time 

seminars and courses with expertise provided by APO are hold. 

9.07 Recently, TMDPC has begun to set up courses in the 

provinces. One course on management techniques v;a3 

recently given in the Soxith in collaboration with the Faculty 

of Engineering at the Prince of Sonala University, and a seminar 

for management executives - from medium-sized industries in the 

North - v;a3 hold in July 1976, in Chiang Kai in collaboration with 

ISI. [Cenerally, the Industrial Services Institutes in Bangkok, 

and Chiang I..'ai deal with training for small scale industry , re. 

both managerial and technical problème* y    while the TIIDPC concentrates 

on management aspects mostly in middle to largo sized ontorpriF.es.] 

Next year a TIIDPC training course is planned to be hold in the 

Uorthoast in co-operation with the Khon Kaen University. 

9.08 Ono fairly recently added function of work of TIIDPC 

is to assist foreign investors in the processing of 

visa and work permit for expatriate staff. An enlarged policy 

advisory role for TIIDPC in this connexion is envisaged as indicated 

in para. 4.?^ above. 
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9.09 Side by side with the TMDPC the Thailand Management 

Association (TMA) is activo in the fio Id of management 

development at various levels. The TMA is a private organization 

established in 1964. It describes itself as"a professional body ' 

of managers and executives who are interested in increasing the 

knowledge and skills of those engaged in management in the industrial 

and commercial enterprises in the country." The Association is 

self-financing. Its course fees are higher than those of TMDPC. 

The TMA belongs to the Asian Association of Management Organizations 

(AAM0CI03), and the Asian Regional Training and Development Organization 

(AttTDO). It is Thai representative of the Asian Institute of Management, 

Philippines. 

9.10 The TMA conducted in ]975, 8l seminars ani courses with 

a total participation of 2,860 porsons. Of the seminars 

and courses, 70 were in Thai, 10 in English and one in Thai with 

simultaneous translation. The oroad subject areas were general 

management, finance, marketing and personnel management. TMA has 

three very active 'management groups', namely the Marketing Management 

Group, the Financial Marketing Group and the Personnel Marketing Croup, 

which develop TIIA's programme of seminars, study tours etc. in these 

field3. One specific result of this work is a referral list of private 

consulting firms in Thailand. TMA has also promoted a busine33 code 

of ethics, binding on all members. It also supports the development 

and use of standards and the TISI quality certification marking scheme. 

TMA members and officers sit on various Government boards and committees, 

sometimes as individuals, sometimes as representatives of the Association. 
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9.11 An important  role in the field of management 

development and training is also played by the 

(UNDP/UIJIDO assisted) Textile Industry Division of the 
*) Department  of Industrial Promotion.     ' The textile industry is 

tho biggest  cingla industry in the country;   the larger companies 

employing in total about  75.000 people.  î.'oot of the  larger 

companies  are joint ventures,  mainly Thai-Japanese,  Thai- 

Waiwanese,   Thai-British or Thai-French.  A significant proportion 

of technology transfer  (and export marketing) has come from the 

foreign interests in these companies.   Kost of tho smaller 

companies  have omoloyed  foreign technicians but the emergence 

of more  skilled Thai national management    to significant decree 

due to the work of the Teytilo  Inducir" Division) has allowed 

for tho  pha-iin,-; out of  those technicians. 

9.12 3y 1970, when consideration was given to the 

establishment  of the Textile  Industry Division - TID - 

fusing the already exist in;: small Fibre Experimentation Centre 

of the Department of Industrial Promotion as a nucleusl the 

expansion of industrial  manufacturing capacity in Thailand's 

textile  industry had progressed with such speed that the technical 

cervices,   organization and  training facilities had been unable to 

»)    The  functions of the Textile Industry Division arc to promote 
the development of the country's  textile  industry by satisfying 
needs  for technical consultancy,   textilo testing,  textile design 
servino3,  and technical and management training as well as research 
and experimental facilities,  thus enabling the industry to 
consolidate and expand its position both with reference to the 
domestic market and to exports. An organizational chart is 
appended aa Annex VIII. 
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keep pace.   In tho whole of the textile field the number     • 

of suitably qualified Thai personnel  in the higher and 

middle management  levels   wan very small;  the industry 

relied almost totally upon foreign management and technical 

staff.  [It  was estimated  that Thai nations holding degrees 

from any textile college  numbered only five.]    Indeed the 

Thai textile  industry was  in diro need of fully qualified 

Th&i nationals trained for not only the senior and  junior 

management   levels, but aleo textile technicians,  foremen 

and skilled operatives. 

9.13    Through the years, tho TID has developed 

training nrogra":r.er. both at  its own facilities 

and in-plant  in full co-operation with the industry and 

its associations,  namely 

(i)    the Tortile Manufacturers Association of Thailand 

which amongst  its members has Dractically all the 

large vertical units, and  is  generally recognized 

as the main renretentative body in the textile 

industry; 

(ii) the Weavers Association of Thailand which has a 

membership of about 300, most of whom are small 

weaving establishments;  and 

(iii)    the Thai Silk Association being the responsible and 

representative body amongst the Thai eilk section of 

the industry. 
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X.     Conerai conclusions 

10.05 Although the Thai economy is still  basically an 

agricultural economy,   the industrial   rector has 

developed vory  rapidly during the  last  10-lr> years. To support the 

industrial development a rather eomnrohensivo institutional 

infrastructure  has  boon built  up throu.r-h the yearn,  Hnv/ever,   it 

seems  to be penerail.y agreed thai     unti]   recently - the early 

1970s  - the  industry  rrmi without  the institution:',  h-\vir<».by 

and  1 ar"i.^l^^H^L-V'. -ict_: fI'hÌ!" reem3 to  have  been tho case for 
instance in respect  of small-scale  industry development as well 

as for tho promotion of larpe scale  industrial,   investments and 

of manufactured eyports. 

10.06 It  is only in the  last  few years that the Government 

has accordai full  attention  to the   institutions as 

bain,«- the major instruments  in the  implementation of a more 

defined strato.^/ for the country's  industrial development, with 

emphasis on employment creation,  dispersal  of industrial activity 

outside  the Bangkok area, exports of manufactures,   increased 

utilization of  local   raw materials etc. 

10.07 Another criticism has been the tendency of building 

up the development prorramme  from the  ton down. 

Instead of approaching development from the rural areas upwards, 

instead jf identifying needs  by asking what is needed,   instead 

of a coherent strategy for whole sectors,  and instead  of an intense 

process of consultation and communication,  development seems often to 
have  imnoeJod from above. 

10.0Ü   Furthermore, with a highly centralized administrative 

system,  as in Thailand,  the fra<*mentation of responsibility 

into a larger number of ministries and departments has  led to a 

ooapartmentalization of activity wherein    co-ordiaation between the 
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agencies concerned has become progressively more difficult 

as the administrative hierarchy comes down to tho operative 

level in the provinces.     Even at tho central level,   govern- 

mental operations appear to be constrained not only by the 

overlapping of responsibilities but also by the inflexibility 

of rules and reflations aimai at pornotuatinr1; central   control. 

This highly  compartmentalized and central i'/ed Tovernmontal 

bureaucracy is co-existing with the almost  total absence of 

representative  loca]   agencies  in the  provinces which  could have 

initiated and implemented development activities and with a 

system that  provided "lininun financial  resources even to the 

local agencies that existed. 

10.09 A major constraint  for re fiorai  plar.nir - efforta 

has,  no doubt,   been tho caracit" of tho  bureaucrac 

to effectively implement pro.mmi.iea.   Into crated planning does 

exist,  the najor nroblen has been the  lack of into /rated 

implementation because  of  the considerable duplication  of 

functions and lack of co-orlination bet\;c ;n the very  many 

governmental  agencies  involvol. 

10.10 Little attention has so far been ftivon to the 

oaiestion of mort suitable technology,   ir; connexion 

with tho establishment of now industries.   It can,  however, be 

envisaged  that within tho framev;ork of comprehensive analyson 

of various  industrial  sectors, technology policy indications might bo 

formulated  to provide n^cesnary «niidancc   for the  industrial 

promotional work undertaken by various agencies,  such as the Board 

of Investment,  151,  IPCT,  ASRGT and others. 
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Annex I 

List of sources 

Narongchai Akrasanee,  'A Survey of Industrial Infrastructure 
in Thailand*,  Jcinuary 1975 

Amara Raksasatayp ,   'Institutions and Processes for Policy 
Development  in Thailand' ,   paper presented at Colloquium 
on Policy Analy^in and Development organized by ACDA, 
Kuala Lumpur, November 1974 

'Directory of Scientific and Technological   Institutions  in 
Thailand 1976*  compiled by  Research Registration Division, 
Office  of the National Research Council 

'Collection of Laws Pertaining to Investment Promotion', compiled 
by Investment Services Division, Office of the Board of 
Investment 

'12th Compendium of Technical Assistance to Thailand,   197 5'»pre pared 
by the Development Assistarica Group,   Bangkok 

'Investing in the Dynamic Growth of Thailand', published by the Board 
of Investnent,  jth ed. 5ept.l>>75 

•The Climate  for Foreign Investment in Thailand', Bpeech by H.E.  the 
Prime Minister H.H.  Kukrit  Pramoj on 20 August 1975 for the 
Joint  Chambers of Commerce 

'Economic Indicators of Thailand 197511 published by the Board of 
Investment 

'General Information on Administrative Procedures for the  Implementation 
of Promoted Projects', published by the Board of Investment,  1974 

'General Information on Taxatior', published by the Board of Investment, 
1975 

General Information on Registration of Companies and Co-operatives , 
published by the Board of Investment,  1974 
Thailand Business-Lerial Handbook', prepared by Kirkvood,  Kaplan, 

Buaain and Vecchi for the  Board of Investment,  June 1973 

'Potential Industrial Development in Northeast Thailand,  by Sivavong 
Changkasiri, ARTEP,  January 1974 

'industrial Statistics I975J prepared by the Industrial Economies 
and Planning Division, Ministry of Industry,  June I975 

National Income of Thailand,  1974-75 Edition', by Office of the 
Rational Economic and Social Development Board 

A Study on the Macro-Economic Development of Thailand 1970-2000,' 
Report  by thr-    :;oVonP;   Con-uttee Secretariat,  April   1974 
(i.'riû/l.l/vG/luF/L.'.i;!) 
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Industrial Planning Framework1, Working Paper for the 4th Plan 

4th Plan Projections', prepared by Planning Techniques Section," 
Economic and Social Planning Division,  NE3DB,  26 May I976 

The Economy in 1975 viewed through the national Accounts; 
preliminary report prepared by NES DD 

'Private Foreign Investment  in ASEAN* (Chapter 6: Thailand), 
study prepared by EGOCSN,  February 1974 

A Report on Manufacturing in Thailand',  prepared by R.E. Grose 
(under UNIDO SSA contract),   I973 

Policy and Programmo for Ir.provin/j Effectiveness of the Applied 
Scientific Research Corporation of Thailand',  by F. Neville 
Woodward, UNIÖJ adviser,   2.\ November 1972 

Ci, ì'arroui-c, '.'bonomie .lo^Po^iint ¡rl nolición. Cine sturi;' of 
Thiilan.l.1,   Hot tori.->••> Univorrút "  i'r<v.<-   ]')7? 

•Pro'Tor-rj  ronorti'v-.aii'l  ova! uation* t  article  mr;mred  b--  :r.'Av3 
S-Tcrotnri'xt  pu.iii'ol  in   :,oot.o."ic  bulletin  for ;':;i*i and  the Far 
East Vol. xxiii,   :o.?, Ci-t-.-.^er 117?, pa-o  io (.:/•:. .11 /]; o(, UN 
Saleo ;:o.  E.73.II.F.j) 

Naron*;chai Akrasaree, 'The Structure oT affective Protection in 
Thailand: A Stuly of Industrial ai.d Trade Policies in the early 
197û'3', ..arch i;«7) 

Naron.-chai A':rar.a/i02,'TLo structura or Industrial Protection in 
Thailand durir.^ the 1'^n-'. Econ. Bulletin for A-ia and tho Kar 
East,  Vol.  XXIV,  No.  ?/3,   Sent./Doc.  1973 fUTì  sales No.   E.7/I. II .F.4I 

Third National Economic and Social Development Plan 1972-76, 
NESDB, 1 October 1971 

•Explanation from the Board of Investment on the Investment 
Promotion Zone3,    prepared by Bol, 4 December 1973 

•Guidelines for the Granting of Special   Incentives to Investment 
Projects located in Investment Promotion Zones*, by Bol,   2 October 1975 

Terminal Report' by Luke B. Leonard,  (UNIDO) Adviser of Industrial 
Development Planning at Ministry of Industry, Bangkok, 13.12.71 

Male« Sundhagul,  »The Applied Scientific Research Corporation of 
Thailand and its Role in Research and Development', paper prepared 
for Meeting of Selected Heads of Rosoarch Institutes, Vienna, 
18-22 October 1976 (ID/Vc.  ?33/8) 
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•Pinal Report on Standard Industrial Classification and Industrial 
Statistics«  by Oyvind Sundsbo,  UNIDO Adviser,   Bangkok 10 July 1970 

•Report on the Assessment of the Industrial Data at the Centre for 
Industrial Statistics,   Informations and Research1,   oy "jr.Kant, U1IID0 
adviser at the IKPD,   Ministry of Industry, Bangkok,   27 June  1974 

»Computerisation of the  Industrial Data for Thailand'  by P.B. Brahma, 
UNIDO adviser at tho IEPD, Ministry of  Industry, Bangkok,   2 October 1974 

•Incentive policies for industrial development in Thailand'  paper prepared 
for Interregional Scninar on Incentive Policies for Industrial Development, 
Vienna,  10 - 21 March I969 [ID/WG.30/BP.I8] 

Request to UNDP from the Government of Thailand for Assistance in the 
Establishment and Operation of the Centre of Industrial Information 
and Studies [UNIDO/lPPD/SF.l, October I970] 

'Strengthening of the Centre for Industrial   Statistics,  Information and 
Research  (CISIR)',   renort  of in;IDO ".'id-ter.s Review lünoion 14-24 April  1975, 
by W.  Behrens (TJ:¡IDO/lPPD.l85) 

'Public Enterj."ise in Asias    Studies on Co-ordination and 
Control',   edited by Abu Sharaf ILK. Sadique, ACDA,  Kuala 
Lumpur,  1976 

•Draft Fii.al Report  on Export Development Programme in Thailand' 
by A.  Kenhinick,  Senior Trade Promotion Adviser (ITC/U.CTAD/GATT) 
at the üopartment of Bunines:;  iV.onoràes of the Ministry of Commerce, 
Bangkok.  Kaport dated 1'a.y Y)Tj. 

Inaugural address of U.S.  the Prime Minister at the Symposium 
on Export Development Policy for Thailand,  16 April  1975. 

Industrial  developments  in Asia and tho Far East',   selected documents 
presented to the Arian Conference on Industrialization, 1'anila 6-20 
Deoeraber I9Ó5. Vol.  Ill Country Reports  (induing Thailand) 

Project document»     Industrial Service Institute, ChiangMai - Phase II. 

Report on visit to ISI Chiang.liai 13-17/3/1973, by II.  Ramm-Ericson 
and J. v. Eyndhoven. 

Thailand Management Association Annual Report 1975• 

UNDP Project Progress Report, Textile Industry Division Project, 
Thailand,  Jan. - June 1976 

Project Document - Establishment of the Textile Industry Division, 
THA/71/540. UNIDO/TCD.I77 of 15 March 1973 
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Project Request - Establishment of the Textile Institute of Thailand. 
Revision 2t Karen 1972 

John Tusa,   'Thailand'!. Development Debate, article in Third World, 
published by the Fabian Society, May 1973 

Qlyde,  Henry It., Institutional Links  in Soience and T«*•^'« 
TtoOaso or tM United ''Won and Thailand.   (Tirnft. or  1971). 
ASRCT and Science  Polio- Research Unit, Univ. of SUFIJO* 

Additional   source material  of rreat value hnwebeen various 
World Bank economic and other reoorts. 
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Applicant 1     ^| Appli ioation for p^r^i.'-uon to  eiitanli-h 

Appoal 

•_Rojeotoi] 

IJÌOOìCOVJ anni io.; 
for a pormincion to 
ono ni tu  the  Tactor/ 

Lini et ry of Irvluntr." fRojoctecT] 

[Approvo! 
\^  for a 3 .yoar period | 

;jvorv ^¿••is,JLS\2I}S. tno biconceo will 
havo to apply l'or a continuation of 
tho porniösioii to operato. Also, the 
Liconooo will ncod to filo a special 
ar>;',li.-,ut ion for a p<irir¡is£ion for 
extorsion of the factory or transfer 
of ov.'norchip,   av> the caao may be. 

•)    Before taking the decision rof-arding the establishment of a factory, other 
Ministries,  euch an tho Ministry of Public Health »re consulted;  the result 
being a relatively tino cor-numinç proofless. 
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...!/. 
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rTiror.ote.l  no mon val 1  contact 
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Pinintr,.' of   lrrì'^try 
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•,:itn /actor    Lau 

JÍ¿- 
¡rovo toa  Doranti 
a nel io.J  for   ] i.-;:r:co 
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_,.-;   ir.f;iL'irì~ jiv.   J>JI 

- balio   li^to of M'chinerv 
to  bg eyonrvted  fron tax a>:d 
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ikL- 
..oí  aoproves  or 
rojocta based  on 
safety measures and 
nuirvnee within 
oarticular ione 

[approvai) 

[apnroved] 

3. 
..inirtry of ¡'M. ¡ le 
Health or Deforce 
-if   ^-oodo  ii:;norto:l 
are   rmbjoctcd to 
rent rictiors,   e.y. 
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[approved] 

[rejected] 

\ 
Pronotod person  applief 
for permission to operato 
t h;;  factory 

[f'ranted")   ]* 

.Y-J¿ 
Fx'onotod porrón places puroha^in,"; 
order by niacin,: lottor of credit 
through como re i al  bar1':   

;..oI otatec 
any particular 
localities 
where  they 
continue ftrant 
licence  for 
juch  industry    | 

Promoted pereon contacts corimercial bank and 
"Bol for a release of consignments and fora 
lettor requesting the  Custom;? Dept.   to authori v 
the  release of   the consj "Tramonta  
' ' ••"• • • • r-'   ' • •~~l ~~~~~~~~~T~~~~~~~~~~~~~Z 
Promoted  person  contacts Customs  Dipt,   for 
counter checking with tariff  schedule,  tariff 
assignments and   inspections  

[rejected] 

romoted person forwards certificate    of relean 
to the  Port Official  
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°*     frofinluro  for brir.Tiriff in foreim expertise for promoted porno?* 

Promotod person 
•7 

Request for tho approval of the 
position» to be hell by the forei^cn 
exports 

EÜ Office of  Bol 

[approved] 

I re jectod]—y, 

Promoted poruon nubnits to  3oI 
bio-data ate.  of each export 
requested and tho spouse and 
dependeshtu 

[approved] 

expert an)   t'anily oi.t.iin ron-i.v.mi-rant"! 
visa for nrtr.v      I 

[upon arrival] 

I 
Export and family 

report for registration 
to the Alien Heri stration 
Division of the Polico 
Departmant 

Kxpert munt obtain a v.-or" 
permit from the Dept. of 
Labour within 30 dayy of 
arrival 
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d.      Procedura for arrniirin^ the ri^ht to own land for promoted person 

Promoted  person Application  to OV.TI  land 

Offico of  Bol .[rejected]. 

[approve!] 

Bol notifia;:  the land Office 
ant roquent.-;  their co-ooeration 

Promoted :nrcon contact 
the Land Office 
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Procedure to be followed by an entrepreneur 

in establishing a new industry (without promotional 

privi led ^e^). 

The entrepreneur applies for permission to establish a 

factory direct to the Factory Control Divison, Hinistry of Industry. 

Under the Factories Act, no one will be allowed to establish or 

enlarge a factory without having first obtained a licence from the 

Ministry of Industry. It must therefore bo pointed out here that 

a licence permitting the establishment of a factor;/' munt be obtained 

from the Ministry of Industry in all casos, whether the industry has 

been approved by the Board of Investment under the Promotion of 

Industrial  Investment Act or not. However, in the cane of an 

Industry which has boon approved by the Board of Investment, the 

issuing of the licence by the Ministry of Industry is definitely 

assured, whereas in the case of other industries, the Minister of 

Industry can refune the application for licence. 

If the location of the factory is to bo in greater Bangkok 

the application must be submitted at the Factory Control Division, 

Min stry of Industry. If the factory is to be erected in the 

provinces, the application must bo made at the office of the 

District Officer concerned, who vili process and submit it to 

the Governor of the appropriate province, who in turn will pass 

it on to the Ministry of Industry with his comment. In either case 

the application must be made on the official forms and must be 

accompanied by plans and drawings of the factory to be erected and 

the layout and details of the machines to be installed, engineers 

of the Factory Control Division will inspect the proponed site 

after the application is sent to him. If the application ìB 

approved, a licence signed by the Minister of Industry permitting 

the establishment of the factory will be issued to the applicant, 

who will have to comply closely with the conditions (if any) 

stipulated in the licence. 
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In the meantime,  if the location of the factory is in a 

municipal area, a permit to erect buildings and operate a business 

establishment,  in accordance vrith by-laws, must be sought from the 

municipal authority concerned. The application for this permit must 

be accompanied by detailed plans and drawings of the buildings to 

be constructed. 

If the enterprise is going to be operated as a 

juristic person, that is, as an ordinary partnership,  or a 

limited partnership,  or a limited company (corporation),  it must 

be registered with the Department of Commercial Registration, 

Ministry of Commerce,  in accordance with the Commercial Registration 

Act of I956. 

When the buildings have been constructed and the 

machinery erected and the factory is ready to start operation, 

a request for a permit to start the factory must be submitted to 

the Factory Control Division of the Ministry of Industry.  In 

accordance with the Factories Act,  no factory can start operation 

without a permit to start operation issued by the Factory Control 

Division after inspection by the competent official.   It must be 

pointed out here also that any expansion of the factory at a 

subsequent date cannot be carried out without a licence permitting 

the expansion from the Factory Control Division. 
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Members of the  Hoard  of Investirent 

Anno--:   TIT 

The members of the Board of  Investment aro appointed by the 

Cabinet. Latent available  (i:ov.   1974)  li»t of members and advisorn 

ia as foil own: 

Chairman 
Vice-Chaiman 
Comnittoc ¡lumbers 

Advisors 

Minister of 'Industry 
[lion ex-officio member] 
Director of ï3ud-^ot  Bureau 
Under-Secretary of State, 

Miniti try of Agriculture 
Under-Secretary of State, 

Ministry  of Industry 
Under-Secr3tnry of Stato, 

Ministry of Conine reo 
Secretary General of the  Cabinet 

Secretariat 
Secretar;: fi encrai of J::J3D3 
Secretar;/ Clonerai  of the Juridical Council 
Director dem ral  of the Department of Customs 
Governor of the  Bank of Thailand 
Conorai Ixmnyer of FtfT 
Undersecretary of State,  Ministry of Finance 
[l'on ex-officio member] 
Secretar;.- General  of Boi    [alno Secretáry 
of the Boa"d] 

Minister of Finance 
Minister of Agriculture and Co-operative3 
Minister of Conferee 
Minister of ?orei~n Affairs 
[lion-office  holder] 
[Kon-offico holder] 

•) This information is auperseeded by the announcement in November I976. 
referred to in footnote •) of para. 4.30.  (The Board of Investment is 
now to be headed by the Prime ITinistor and its members to include 
inter alia aeven key Cabinet ministers). 
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Dffice of the 
Secretary to tho 
Minister 

iiepartrr.ent  of 
Industrial Works 

Jffico  of tho 
.•J oc. rotary 

':'inficiai  Contro! 
Division 

-f ¡•Victory Division 

JJ Victory Control 
division 

ltral Office 
of Ilachine 
Kegistration 

¡•¿inistry  of  Industry 

Office  of tho Under- 
Secretary of State for 
Ine! un try 

J 
Industrial Economica and 
Planning Division 

Tho Eugcr Institute 

Petroleum Industry Division 

Provincial Administration  '" ) 

Department of 
Industrial Pronotioi 

Department 
of Science 

Office  of the 
Secretary 

Plannin:' ¡Jivir.ion 

Induri trini Service 
Division (industrial 
Service Institute, 
Bangkok) 

Department  of 
Mineral   Resource: 

Industrial Service 
Division for Northern1 

Thailand (industrial 
Service  Institute, 
Chiang l'ai) 

Cotta/re  Industries 
Division 

Thai Handicraft 
Promotion Division 

t'hai Industria; 
standards 
Institute 

Office of 
Atomic LJnor, ; 
for Peace 

•- 

Textile  Industry 
D~/ision 

Ceramic Industry 
Research & I)ev. 
Centre 

Industrial Productivity 
Division (Thailand 

Management Development 
and Productivity Centre) 

Small Industries Finance 
Office 

"rtarayana 'Phand Handicraft 
Centro 

"T Inc.I U.l rovine jal   Indue;trial   Cfficon  in  \:j  provinces 
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